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ABSTRACT 

“Show me the incentive and I will show you the outcome”. Charlie Munger 

The use of adjusted earnings as a presentation alternative to GAAP earnings is intended 

to help financial statement users understand the underlying performance of a company. The 

approach is highly prevalent and growing in frequency and adjustment magnitude, as “by 2017, 

for example the average adjustment per firm was 26 cents per share or about 15% of average 

GAAP earnings per share” (Rouen, So, and Wang, 2020, p. 3). While some adjustments are 

standard adjustments for non-recuring items like accounting rule changes, or part of a set of 

consistently communicated recurring items, there is another group of adjustments that are 

infrequent, subject to considerable management latitude and often inconsistently categorized. 

Across the range of academic research on this phenomenon, there are questions regarding 

management motivation, communication clarity and persistence of these non-GAAP 

adjustments. There is a broader question regarding business decision rigor, and quality of 

earnings versus peers for those firms with a large adjusted to reported earnings difference. 

In Chapter 3, I assess the consequences of the use of Adjusted Earnings, by testing 

whether the size of the difference between reported and adjusted earnings is associated with a 

difference in performance against a set of key firm performance measures. The underlying 

hypothesis is that firms with a large adjusted-earnings differential have weaker underlying 

operational performance, compared to their peers and that ultimately the decisions and 

adjustment actions being taken (e.g., more acquisitions, business reorganizations or “one-offs”) 

that drive up the earnings adjustment subsequently erode performance. The study of a set of large 

New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) listed companies over a ten-year period (2011 through 2020) 

showed that firms with large adjusted-earnings differentials had statistically significant 

performance gaps versus peers that had smaller earnings adjustments on return on assets (ROA) 
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and return on equity (ROE), both contemporaneously and prospectively. There were also 

performance differences in current year total shareholder return (TSR), although that was mostly 

a short-term phenomenon and did not hold for future TSR. The study results were particularly 

significant for the operational measure return on assets (ROA). The tests controlled for firm 

sector, size and leverage ratio. 

In Chapter 4, I examine whether CEO incentive compensation (total current year variable 

pay, variable pay as a percentage/fraction of total compensation, and unvested equity) is a 

possible cause of the expanded use of Adjusted Earnings practices, and associated with the size 

of the difference between adjusted and reported earnings. The hypothesis for this follow-on study 

was that CEO incentives are enhanced by a higher adjusted earnings number, given the typical 

structure of incentive plans and thus they could influence higher adjusted-earnings differentials. 

The literature is mixed on this topic as some studies like Black, Black, Christensen and Gee 

(2021) show no significant relationship between CEO pay and aggressive non-GAAP earnings 

reporting, while others show that large positive non-GAAP earnings adjustments predict 

abnormally high CEO Pay (Guest, Kothari and Pozen, 2017). Cohen, Dey and Lys (2008) found 

that unexercised options were positively associated with income-increasing accrual-based 

earnings management activities, but that activity is not necessarily impacting reported 

performance measures (p. i). This second study, found only partial statistical support for the 

hypothesis that current year variable compensation was associated with the Adjusted Earnings 

differential, but it was inconclusive. There was statistical significance for the tests of the variable 

compensation ratio and total unvested equity being related to future adjusted earnings 

differentials, but those findings were at a relatively low significance level. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Background 

A 2019 article in The Wall Street Journal noted that between 1998 and 2017, non-

GAAP adjustments related to net income increased 33% (Maurer, 2019). Non-GAAP 

adjustments, which are sometimes referred to as “core adjustments” or “proforma 

adjustments,” represent management’s view of true performance. I will refer to this 

phenomenon as “Adjusted Earnings” where possible to avoid confusion, but “core”, 

“adjusted” and “non-GAAP” refer interchangeably to the set of earnings communications 

accompanying the officially reported GAAP or IFRS earnings. This separate set of 

earnings numbers is issued alongside reported earnings and typically includes a list of 

consistently excluded adjustments plus a dynamic set of non-recurring or “one-time” 

events that are intended to explain current performance. According to the S&P “Core 

Earnings” definition (Frederic W. Cook & Co., 2002, p. 2), “Core Earnings” should 

exclude: 

 Goodwill impairment charges 

 Gains and losses from Asset Sales 

 Pension Gains 

 Unrealized gains and losses from hedging activities 

 Merger or acquisition related expenses 

 Litigation or insurance settlements 

 Restructuring charges, not related to ongoing operations 

Despite the relative precision of this guidance, individual companies have taken 

considerable latitude with regard to classification of items to Adjusted Earnings, with 

many including additional recurring items like amortization of intangibles  often arising 
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from mergers (i.e., goodwill amortization) and excluded to match finance measures like 

EBITDA, or multi-year restructurings as adjustments. For a firm with a series of 

acquisitions, this can create a large permanent difference between GAAP and Adjusted 

Earnings. Restructuring programs often carry over so many years that it is difficult to 

determine whether they are really ongoing or not. For example, Mondelēz Foods 

(MDLZ), provided the following details for its Fiscal Year in 2020. Its “Simplify to 

Grow” program is a sizable adjustment as shown in Figure 1 below. The program is a 

multiyear restructuring program and has been running since 2019 and is still active 

through 2021. It could be argued that a restructuring program spanning that length of 

time is not exactly a non-recurring item. It may be difficult for companies to accurately 

segment operating costs from non-recurring costs over such an elongated operational 

time frame.  

     Figure 1: GAAP to Non-GAAP– Mondelēz 2020 

  
Mondelēz International, Inc. 2020  Source: Mondelez International Annual Report 2020 

The first two adjustments for Mondelez are large positives to operating margin. 

Simplify to Grow improved operating income by 9%. The impact of the overall set of 

Net 
Revenues

Gross 
Profit

Gross 
Profit 

Margin
Operating 

Income

Operating 
Income  
Margin

Reported (GAAP) 26,581$  10,446$ 39.3 % 3,853$     14.5 %
Simplify to Grow Program -             90          360         
Intangible asset impairment charges -             -            144         
Mark-to-market (gains)/losses from derivatives -             (16)        (16)          
Acquisition integration costs -             1           4             
Acquisition-related costs -             -            15           
Divestiture-related costs -             -            4             
Costs associated with JDE Peet’s transaction -             -            48           
Remeasurement of net monetary position -             -            9             
Impact from resolution of tax matters -             -            (20)          
Adjusted (Non-GAAP) 26,581$  10,521$ 39.6 % 4,401$     16.6 %
Currency 179        59           
Adjusted @ Constant FX (Non-GAAP) 10,700$ 4,460$     

Mondelēz International, Inc. and Subsidiaries
Reconciliation of GAAP to Non-GAAP Measures

Gross Profit / Operating Income
(in millions of U.S. dollars)

(Unaudited)

For the Twelve Months Ended December 31, 2020
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adjustments is significant as seen in Figure 2, as the adjustment, along with the 2019 

Swiss Tax reform change, turns a year-over-year decline in GAAP EPS to a year-over-

year positive performance on an Adjusted basis. 

 

          Figure 2: GAAP to Non-GAAP EPS - Mondelēz 2020 

 
Source: Mondelēz International Annual Report 2020 

Many companies include a much more extensive list of adjustments that go 

beyond the S&P guidance and there is very little consistency even across companies 

within the same industry. Intangible impairments are often large adjustments, and they 

typically stem from acquisitions that fail to meet the internal business case that drove the 

initial balance sheet capitalization entry. Figure 3 shows the disclosure differences 

between industry competitors IBM and Hewlett-Packard. The IBM “bridge” is quite 

detailed by Income Statement line and “walks” 2016 non-GAAP EPS up about 9.5% 

2020 2019 $ Change % Change
Diluted EPS attributable to Mondelēz International (GAAP) 2.47$        2.69$        (0.22)$       (8.2)%       

Simplify to Grow Program 0.20          0.24          (0.04)        

Intangible asset impairment charges 0.08          0.03          0.05          

Mark-to-market (gains)/losses from derivatives (0.01)        (0.05)        0.04          

Acquisition-related costs 0.01          -               0.01          

Net earnings from divestitures (0.02)        (0.05)        0.03          

Net gain on divestiture -               (0.03)        0.03          

Costs associated with JDE Peet’s transaction 0.20          -               0.20          

Remeasurement of net monetary position 0.01          -               0.01          

Impact from pension participation changes 0.01          (0.02)        0.03          

Impact from resolution of tax matters (0.02)        0.05          (0.07)        

CEO transition remuneration -               0.01          (0.01)        

Loss related to interest rate swaps 0.05          0.08          (0.03)        

Loss on debt extinguishment and related expenses 0.10          -               0.10          

Swiss tax reform net impacts -               (0.53)        0.53          
(Gain)/loss on equity method investment transactions (0.55)        0.01          (0.56)        

Equity method investee items 0.06          0.03          0.03          
Adjusted EPS (Non-GAAP) 2.59$        2.46$        0.13$        5.3 %       
Impact of unfavorable currency 0.03          -               0.03          
Adjusted EPS @ Constant FX (Non-GAAP) 2.62$        2.46$        0.16$        6.5 %       

Mondelēz International, Inc. and Subsidiaries
Reconciliation of GAAP to Non-GAAP Measures

Diluted EPS
(Unaudited)

 For the Twelve Months 
Ended December 31, 
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versus GAAP EPS. The HP approach for 2016 approaches the process quite differently 

and bridges about a 5% step-up between GAAP and non-GAAP. The different level of 

disaggregation highlights how firms can choose alternate presentation approaches. 

   Figure 3: IBM vs HP –Disclosures - 2016 

 
    Source: CPA Journal – https://www.cpajournal.com /2020/03/18/the-gap-between-gaap-and-non-gaap/ 
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The phenomenon of flexibly or even opportunistically moving items to the 

adjustment list was labeled as “classification shifting” by McVay (2006). She found that 

“adjusted earnings” increased in the year of the special item, but often reversed in the 

subsequent year. She also found a pervasiveness of shifting, when there were external 

commitments to be delivered (McVay, 2006). Furthermore “research from Audit 

Analytics found that 97% of S&P 500 companies used non-GAAP figures in 2017, up 

from 59% in 1996” (Maurer, 2019). Researchers studied two decades of earnings data 

from Russell 3000 companies, and concluded that not only were adjustments increasing, 

but they also found that the calculation methods and standards had a significant amount 

of variability (Maurer, 2019). The pervasiveness of non-GAAP adjustments and reporting 

has both increased, and in some research, appears to be targeted at improving short-term 

performance. Ultimately, the ongoing debate centers on whether managers disclose to 

inform or mislead statement users (Asher, McVay & Whipple, 2014, p. 1) 

The determination of whether these adjustments help investors and other financial 

statement users make more informed decisions about company performance is a topic 

that is subject to significant debate. When adjustments are consistent, transparent and 

come complete with thorough explanatory notes and accounting rationale, it is reasonable 

to assume that this is a constructive and beneficial phenomenon. When adjustments are 

listed cryptically within the footnotes of the financial statements, as opposed to being 

prominently displayed and reconciled to GAAP measures, it can raise questions about the 

practice. Of note, is the pervasiveness of the adjustment pattern, with an odd ramification 

being that firms with rare or infrequent adjustments are often penalized by analysts, and 

moreover the adjustments are treated as if they apply to other firms (McVay, Rodriguez-

Vasquez, Toynbee, 2021, p. 27). Researchers have focused significantly on earnings 
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management practices, and inside that topic there is considerable depth on activity 

management, accruals management, classification shifting and “big bath” write-downs 

and restructurings as they relate to “non-GAAP” reporting. Additionally, there are 

significant bodies of research covering information asymmetry, communication practices, 

the impact of accounting standard changes, executive incentive systems and performance 

metrics and their impact on management behaviors. There is more research on these 

above topics than on the potential implications for performance. Of specific interest in 

this dissertation is whether ongoing operational decisions, are adjusted or shifted but in 

some way leave an imprint or residue on current and future performance versus peers 

who have smaller adjustments. The Wall Street focus on short-term earnings is likely a 

driver of the current research focus, given the overarching priority in the analyst 

community on trying to understand current financial measures and the potential impact 

on valuation as opposed to potential mid-term or long-term effects of decision quality. 

In its most recently completed 2020 fiscal year (the company has a fiscal year end 

of March 31st), Medtronic (NYSE:MDT) reported Revenue of $28.9 Billion, an 

Operating Margin of 16.6%, Net Income of $4.8 Billion and Diluted Earnings per Share 

of $3.54. Alongside these results, the company reported an Adjusted, unaudited set of 

results which included Operating Margin of 26.2%, Net Income of $6.2 Billion and Non-

GAAP Diluted EPS of $4.63 per share. The non-GAAP performance is clearly more 

impressive, as comparable non-GAAP operating margin improves by 58% and EPS by 

30.7%. Medtronic is just one of many companies on the NYSE that employs a “non-

GAAP” version of its financial statements to better inform practitioners. In its Annual 

Report, the company states: 
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“Management uses Non-GAAP Adjustments to assist in comparing business 

trends from period to period on a consistent basis without regard to the impact of such 

Non-GAAP Adjustments and believes that these Non-GAAP Adjustments are useful to 

investors in evaluating operating performance by providing better comparability between 

reporting periods. Investors should not consider results reflecting Non-GAAP 

Adjustments in isolation from, or as a substitute for, financial information prepared in 

accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in the U.S. (U.S. GAAP), and 

are cautioned that Medtronic may calculate results reflecting Non-GAAP Adjustments in 

a manner that is different from other companies. Please refer to “Net Income GAAP to 

Non-GAAP Reconciliation” for a reconciliation of our results of operations prepared in 

accordance with U.S. GAAP to those adjusted results considered by management” 

(Medtronic, 2015 Annual Report, p. 39) 

The phenomenon has received considerable attention and study. Medtronic’s use 

of the wording including “factors” and “trends” in their guidance note would seem 

equally compatible with a set of GAAP Earnings. As management reward systems are 

typically based on “adjusted” income, then managers will logically try to classify items 

and activities to enhance their contractual performance. Medtronic, like the majority of 

U.S.-based companies (Source: SEC Proxy Statement Schedule 14A), utilizes “adjusted” 

EPS in its short-term incentive (STI) formula and in its Long-Term Incentive (LTI) 

formula as part of non-GAAP adjusted earnings return on invested capital (ROIC). 

Whether there is a relationship to current or future performance from this practice of 

adjustment shifting and exclusion is the focus of this dissertation.  
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Motivation 

The adjusted earnings reporting phenomenon is interesting by itself, in that it can 

be studied as a positive and a negative phenomenon. The creation of “street earnings” by 

analysts as a tool to better understand company performance has shown to be quite 

beneficial for financial statement users. Street earnings are typically company-released 

adjusted earnings, with additional adjustments made by external analysts. Gu and Chen 

(2004) showed “that from a valuation viewpoint, street earnings are of higher quality than 

GAAP earnings” (p. 131). In this case “analysts exert their own professional judgment 

and provide a value-added service to investors” (Gu & Chen, 2004, p. 165). A strong 

argument can be made that there is both good intent and considerable communicative 

value to financial statement users for the alternative presentation details behind adjusted 

earnings. Additionally, as it relates to management incentives and the goal of rewarding 

accountable performance, a strong case can be made that excluding or “shielding” some 

cost items is good for management incentives and improves motivation. CEOs are by 

their nature highly competitive individuals, or they would not have been selected for such 

an important and exclusive role, where the odds of being chosen as a Fortune 500 CEO 

are far lower than that of becoming a professional athlete, and by a large margin. 

Bloomfield, Gipper, Kepler & Tsui (2021) studied the “cost shielding” phenomenon, 

controlling also for new versus tenured CEOs, and found that “our results suggest that 

boards deliberately choose performance metrics that alleviate agency conflicts”(p. 2). 

This indicates that during this study, the governance function was making a very 

deliberate decision about how they wanted to motivate and reward management decision 

making. Clearly this topic has many technical accounting, incentive, governance and 

behavioral dynamics and as such has a deep repository of research and study.  
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My interest in the topic stems from three different perspectives, as a finance 

professional, a financial statement user and as a researcher-student. As a finance 

practitioner, I have held a number of senior roles where my responsibilities included 

setting organizational and individual objectives, taking resource allocation decisions to 

achieve business outcomes and ultimately assessing and communicating about 

performance. Priority focus, objective clarity and resourcing do not necessarily mean that 

organizational goals are then universally embraced and translated into enterprise-first 

actions by managers. Individual factors weigh heavily on why managers bring great focus 

to some initiatives and objectives, while deprioritizing others, and the reasons are not 

necessarily driven exclusively by formal incentives. Peer influence and career aspiration 

can be strong driving factors, along with decision-making skill and secondary 

performance motivations. This phenomenon is not unique to industry, sector, country or 

managerial level. 

Reading financial statements and company information releases is important for 

benchmarking and for informing personal investment choices. On this topic, the 

explosion of alternative earnings and performance can often be quite baffling. The recent 

pandemic has seen some firms issue accompanying reports regarding what revenues 

would have been had there not been a pandemic. Some firms go beyond reporting 

Revenue in local currency or constant currency, but also offer other versions of  “organic” 

or “restated” numbers as well that could include a list of factors like acquisitions effects, 

currency effects and pricing. An example of a disclosure to this effect is as follows:  

“the company is not able to reconcile its projected Organic Net Revenue growth 

to its projected reported net revenue growth for the full-year 2021 because the company 

is unable to predict during this period the impact from potential acquisitions or 
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divestitures, as well as the impact of currency translation due to the unpredictability of 

future changes in currency exchange rates, which could be material as a significant 

portion of the company’s operations are outside the U.S.” (Mondelez, 3rd Quarter Results, 

2021, p. 16). 

As a researcher-student, I am interested in decision-making, motivation, human 

behavior and organization dynamics. There are often peculiarities that can be explained 

by positioning of the decision and phrasing. This is consistent with the research done by 

Thaler and Benartzi (2004) which showed that “behavioral economics can be used to 

design effective prescriptive programs for important economic decisions” (p. i). That 

phenomenon and others play out in decision making across many aspects of human 

decision making. Taking action now, to affect something in the future, seems particularly 

difficult compared to choices that bring immediate benefit. As adjusted earnings drive 

short term incentives, it is logical that it would get considerable focus. There are social 

policy, personal health and even global ramifications connected to this phenomenon. I 

tried to apply my lens to industry, as classified by GIC Code (see Table 1) and individual 

firm performance to determine if I could improve my own understanding. To that end, I 

analyzed the relationship between Adjusted Earnings and firm performance as a study of 

consequences, followed by a study of CEO incentive compensation as potential causal 

factor. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

The utilization of Adjusted Earnings by public companies is a topic that has 

attracted much attention by academic researchers, who have explored it from several 

different perspectives. This has clustered along the following lines in the literature: 

 

 

Disclosures & Information Asymmetry 

High quality and consistent disclosures accompanying financial information 

enable statement users to make rational decisions. In the literature, it seems that more 

disclosure is better than less, and that “there is no evidence of mispricing among non-

GAAP users” (McVay, Rodriguez-Vazquez & Toynbee, 2021, p. 28). When there is 

consistency and clarity of these non-GAAP disclosures, information asymmetry is not an 

issue. When disclosures are not uniformly conveyed to users, are inconsistent, have 

illogical starts and stops (i.e., present in one release, but not the next), the gulf of 

understanding between issuer and reader widens. 

Uniformity of information sharing speaks to whether all users receive the same 

level of detail and quality of decision-making information. This is open to debate. 

Influential shareholders often receive private audiences with management, where they 

Topic Sub Topic
• Opportunism and Information Value

  Disclosures & • Transitory Gains & Losses
Information Asymmetry • Impact of Regulation "G"

• Management Motivation & Board Independence
• Shifting

  Non-GAAP • Earnings Management via Real Activities, Accruals and Classification Shifting
Adjustments • Big Baths

• Changes to asset value & intangibles - Mark to Market (MTM), FASB 141/142
  Evolving Accounting • Stock option accounting (FASB 123)

Standards • Disclosures
• Incentive plan configuration 

  Performance Measures • CEO pay components
Incentives & • Value measures: Total shareholder return (TSR), Economic Value Added (EVA), 

Compensation Strategy Residual Income
• Operational and other leading metrics 
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can ask detailed questions that may not always be captured in transcripts and shared with 

the entire financial statement user community. Private channel communication, and the 

advantages that this provides for a small class of shareholders was studied by Basu and 

Xiang (2020), who noted that some analysts issued forecasts ahead of earnings calls, 

which recognized that either earnings calls offer negligible incremental information 

value, or that there was already a source of information for these analysts. Regardless, 

accuracy was not diminished when comparing these two groups of analysts (Basu & 

Xiang, 2020, p. 3). Bushee, Kim-Gina and Leung (2021) found that customer-supplier 

relationships played a role in private channel communication, with investors reacting less 

to customer earnings disclosures when there was information shared from suppliers via 

private channels (p. 1) 

Inconsistency of presentation and opportunism is also an issue with adjusted 

earnings releases. In loss-converting firms, where the adjusted version of EPS swings to a 

profit versus a GAAP EPS loss, there are often opportunistic denominator choices as one 

study showed that “nearly half of loss converting firms omit potential claims from the 

denominator of profitable non-GAAP EPS” (Gee, 2021, p. 34). In addition, there are 

cases where companies start disclosing certain metrics if they are positive and lead the 

earnings release with information that is the most complimentary, relegating some 

traditional measures to later in the release. Free Cash Flow for example, is subject to a 

variety of definition constructs, and is sporadically released. There are cases when Free 

Cash Flow shows up for the first time in a disclosure and that “opportunistic motives are 

a factor affecting the disclosure decision, especially for initial disclosures” (Adame, 

Koski, & McVay, 2018, p. 1). Typically, Free Cash Flow makes its first appearance in 

the Earnings Release when other metrics like Adjusted Earnings are weak. 
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Opportunism is also a factor with communications about transitory gains. Often 

management mentions the gain in the earnings announcement but omits it as an adjusting 

item when sharing the Adjusted EPS figures. In addition, according to Baumker, Biggs, 

McVay and Pierce (2013, p. 77), gains are more likely to be included from earnings press 

releases when there are corresponding losses to offset them. In further press release 

research, Black & Christensen (2009) note that management tends to mention first the 

earnings measure, whether GAAP or Adjusted, that reports the better number. Lastly, 

there is even a theatrical element to the Earnings Call. As the unscripted, reactionary part 

of the call comprising the Q&A with Analysts is difficult to manage from a preferred 

messaging standpoint, we often see the “hockey stick principle” where management 

attempts to end the call on a high note, by repeating positive messaging to stoke the 

recency effect with listeners (Ma, 2021, p. 10). 

Before the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, accruals-based adjustments were very 

common. According to Cohen, Dey, and Lys (2008) accruals-based adjustments rose 

prominently from 1987 until 2002 when they ceased, only to be replaced by a much more 

pronounced use of real activities management (p. 757). They further note that stock 

compensation incentives rose in parallel with this accruals practice. Regulation G, issued 

by the SEC, was an intended response to the inconsistency of Non-GAAP disclosures. 

The intervention brought some structure to a fairly chaotic process, but even after “Reg 

G”, there is evidence to suggest that management has become more industrious with 

regard to shifting, and “that the quality of special items has decreased following the 

intervention, which indicates that managers may have adapted to the new scrutiny by 

shifting more recurring items into special items” (Kolev, Marquardt & McVay, 2008, p. 

6). Lower quality exclusions, either reverse or recur. These expenses are complex for 
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statement users to understand and interpret. Governance, as expected, plays a role in how 

tight this whole process is at firms. When board independence is low, there is a greater 

risk of low-quality Adjusted exclusions (Frankel, McVay, & Soliman, 2010, p. 27). In 

addition, and more troubling is the finding that insider selling is more prevalent, 

following earnings announcements where non-GAAP exclusions enable a firm to meet or 

beat external earnings forecasts, when board independence is low. There is no stronger 

evidence regarding exclusion quality than this finding (Frankel, McVay, & Soliman, 

2010, p. 27). Management equity motivations can also be a factor. Black and Christensen 

(2009, p. 20) also find that management risk appetite, which trades off personal incentive 

targets against the risk of a stock market event triggered by classification shifting or real 

activities management, is also a significant factor that influences behavior and should be 

an important factor when designing compensation schemes. 

 

Non-GAAP Adjustments 

Non-GAAP adjustments can provide meaningful information, not easily discerned 

from the issued financial statements. In addition, since non-GAAP measures are 

commonly resident in management incentive plans, the reporting of them helps connect 

results and management actions and priorities. According to Deloitte, companies should 

be prepared for the SEC to stay vigilant in terms of oversight and guidance, especially 

toward the undue prominence of non-GAAP measures, disclosure clarity and labelling, 

tax effects and most importantly, to guard against misleading or “tailored” accounting to 

meet certain externally communicated commitments (Deloitte, 2021). 

The quality of these adjustments is the focus of this dissertation. Gee, Li & 

Whipple (2021) studied non-GAAP persistence, shifting and earnings management and 
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found that exclusions from non-GAAP earnings were related to core earnings and that in 

many cases statement users are better off discarding non-GAAP earnings measures and 

focusing on the GAAP version. Shifting and persistence differs by firm and industry (see 

Table 2) and takes three main forms.  

Earnings Management through Real Activities Manipulation 

Luo (2019) studied issuing versus non-issuing firms to determine if there was 

evidence to support a belief that issuing firms (i.e., firms that provide quarterly financial 

updates) would be influenced by short-term “results myopia.” Practitioners often assert 

that the quarterly earnings cycle induces management to take short-term actions to meet 

projections that might not be in the best long-term interests of the firm. The aim of the 

study was to provide timely evidence to this debate by examining the relation between 

management earnings forecasts and real activities manipulation. The activity is legal and 

appropriate from an accounting standpoint, although it may not be beneficial for the long-

term health of the company (Luo, 2019, p. 1). This manipulation of real activities tends to 

center on acceleration or slowing of sales shipments, delaying R&D and re-phasing 

maintenance expenditures. Structuring business activities and transactions to deviate from 

normal procedures and practices was the focus of the study by Abad et al. (2018). They 

studied the association between real earnings management (REM) and the level of 

information asymmetry faced by external stakeholders. According to Abad et al. (2018, p. 

210) “management through real activities manipulation distorts earnings and cash flow, 

REM strategies may imply lower earnings quality, as manipulated earnings numbers 

hinder the evaluation and assessment of the firm’s true current performance and the 

expected level of cash flows by investors”. They found that firms that just meet earnings, 

have strong incentives to engage in REM, which increased information asymmetry. The 
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opposite was also true; namely firms without incentives to meet prior year earnings who 

engaged in deviations from normal activities were associated with reduced information 

asymmetry. The study was conducted in Spain, which arguably has lower levels of 

investor protection than the U.S. market (Abad et al., 2018, p. 230). 

 

Earnings Management through Accruals Management 

The use of accruals management to smooth income or meet committed guidance 

is well studied. Management has considerable discretion with regard to accruals 

management. The literature offers some interesting perspectives. There is a generally 

accepted “narrative” that frequent reporting may lead to earnings myopia or “short 

termism” by senior management who feel pressure “to undertake actions, including 

accounting manipulations, in order to meet market expectations” (Call et al., 2014, p. 

959). Call et al. (2014) found “strong and consistent evidence that the issuance of short-

term quarterly earnings guidance is associated with less, rather than more, earnings 

management” (p. 955). The post Sarbanes-Oxley period could offer a rationale for why 

this practice seems to have been curtailed or has become less likely, given the stronger 

role of the company’s external audit firm along with the executive attestations that 

accompany each financial quarter close. Sarbanes-Oxley, or SOX brought with it a set of 

rules and obligations that hold firms and managers potentially liable for known 

misstatements. 

This comparability theme was also referred to by Sohn (2016, p. 513), who found 

that “accrual-based earnings management (AEM) decreases with the degree of their 

firms’ accounting comparability with other firms”. He also found that accruals 

management activities were reduced when firms’ information environment and audit 
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quality were high or comparable to its peer set (Sohn, 2016, p. 513). Regulations and 

transparency would seem to be neutralizers to the use of accruals management techniques 

to improve or smooth earnings. Firms that engage in such an activity could be viewed by 

stakeholders as having weak quality of earnings, or opaque reporting. Such a reputation 

could have a discounting effect on share price. 

The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 was also a moderating variable in Jiang et al. 

(2010), which found that equity incentives for the CEO and CFO were highly correlated 

to the practice of earnings management through accruals, but only up until the period 

where Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) became operational. They studied the pre- and post-SOX 

periods and found noticeable differences. In the pre-SOX period, they found that the CFO 

had an important role in earnings management, and that the practice was highly 

correlated to incentive systems. The finding that “discretionary accruals decreased 

significantly surrounding the appointment of a new CFO” (Jiang et al., 2010, p. 514) was 

noteworthy. Pre-SOX, it was found that CEO equity incentives were also associated with 

accruals management. The CFO role was a topic of interest of the SEC, specifically 

around compensation and incentives. Since the CFO was able to assert more direct 

control over the use of accruals, the SEC argued that shareholders should be privy to the 

CFO compensation scheme. The study showed that “the positive relation between CEO 

and CFO equity incentives and accrual-based earnings management effectively 

disappeared in the post-SOX period” (Jiang et al., 2010, p. 525). Subsequent studies of 

the post-SOX and post-Regulation G period have shown a surge in adjustments which 

“suggest that there may be unintended consequences arising from the regulation of non-

GAAP disclosures” (Kolev, Marquardt & McVay, 2008, p. 6)  
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Earnings Management through Classification Shifting  

Classification shifting is purely a disclosure practice, involving no sophisticated 

accounting or changes to operational priorities. Since the Sarbanes Oxley act of 2002 and 

SEC Regulation G, firms that “shift” are required to also provide financial statement 

users with thorough reconciliations between GAAP and non-GAAP earnings. Regulation 

G, from the US Securities & Exchange Commission, outlines the compliance & 

disclosure interpretations ("C&DIs") that comprise the Division's rules and regulations on 

the use of non-GAAP financial measures (US SEC, 2002). That requirement however did 

not reduce the number of firms engaging in in classification shifting – with the adjusted 

earnings report being issued separately as part of the quarterly and annual press release, 

but separate and distinct from official GAAP or IFRS earnings. The creation of a second 

set of earnings numbers does not impact subsequent periods, the way activity 

management or accruals management does, with an inevitable “reversing” taking place 

for the first two tactics. 

Shiah-Hou and Yang (2014) studied the phenomenon of shifting, performance and 

the impact of the SEC regulation. They found evidence that beyond the recurring items 

that are consistently excluded in EBITDA calculations, like amortization, they found that 

not every excluded item was in fact “non-recurring,” and thus should not have qualified 

as an adjustment. Importantly, they also found that after Regulation G, the shifting of 

recurring expenses to non-recurring actually increased, and that the quality of reported 

earnings decreased. The study “suggests that managers adapt to a new disclosure 

environment by transferring recurring items into nonrecurring items” (Shiah-Hou and 

Yang, 2014, p. 4). McVay (2006) labeled the phenomenon as “classification shifting,” 

which “does not change GAAP earnings to the extent that financial statement users focus 
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solely on GAAP earnings” (McVay, 2006, p. 502), but these statement users do not focus 

on GAAP earnings, instead relying on the communicated “core earnings”. She tested two 

key hypotheses. The first, that managers classify core expenses as special, when it should 

be correctly captured as part of the ongoing business. The second hypothesis was that 

managers engage in this classification shifting in periods when the net benefits to shifting 

are expected to be greatest. She found that core earnings adjustments are increasing in the 

year of the special item, and that this shifting often reverses in the subsequent year. She 

also found that the practice was much more pervasive when there were external 

commitments or expectations to be delivered like earnings forecasts or analyst consensus 

(McVay, 2006).  

Fan et al. (2010) tested whether managers were more likely to shift in the fourth 

quarter, and whether shifting was more pervasive when there were limited options for 

accruals management. They reviewed Compustat data from 1988 to 2007 and concluded 

that classification shifting was indeed more prevalent in the fourth quarter and that 

shifting was also more likely when there were limited accrual options. The opportunism 

theme is prevalent in shifting, as the work also found that managers were most likely to 

shift expenses when they “needed it the most” and there was “greater evidence of 

classification shifting for samples of firms that just met or beat analysts’ forecasts, one-

year-ago same-quarter earnings, and zero earnings” (Fan et al., 2010, p. 1321). 

Whether adjusted earnings are meaningful and understood by financial statement 

users was an additional segment of research on the topic of expense shifting. The 

additional information and separation of nonrecurring items improves the precision of 

earnings information “and helps to narrow information asymmetry between informed and 

uninformed traders following earnings announcements” (Huang and Skantz, 2016, p. 
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198). This study viewed classification shifting and supplementary reporting as a positive 

development. Huang and Skantz also suggest that non-GAAP reporting companies 

provide higher quality information to decision-makers, who benefit from the increased 

transparency. Whether that additional information somehow translates to better or more 

accurate securities pricing is subject to debate among analysts, but again there are 

competing points of view on the practice. Rouen, So and Wang (2020) suggested that the 

disclosure of non-GAAP adjustments confuse statement readers, at least temporarily. 

They suggest that “analysts and market participants are slow to impound the implications 

of these items” (p. 1). Furthermore, they suggest that trading strategies that exploit these 

transitional differences could produce abnormal returns (Rouen et al., 2020). According 

to Berger (2005, p. 965) there is no clear understanding of whether non-GAAP issuing 

companies are more precisely valued than GAAP-issuing firms. This conflicts with the 

narrative, that managers issue non-GAAP statements to improve the perception of 

earnings, with the goal of improving share price. Perhaps the system is smart enough to 

ascertain earnings quality. What is clear, according to Rouen et al. (2020), is that the 

frequency, size and value of the adjustment has grown over the past 20 years (p. 3) and 

that item selection could be influenced by management bias (Rouen et al., 2020). 

Big Baths 

On the most extreme side of the earnings management spectrum is the “big bath”. 

These refer to the situation when management takes large special charges inside an 

accounting period. They can be in the form of a restructuring provision or a write down, 

or impairment. These transactions can happen naturally when according to a firm’s 

accounting policies they are carrying assets that have been impaired from 

underperformance, and a balance sheet true-up is necessary. Still there is considerable 
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judgement around these large entries, especially as it relates to timing and when to book 

them. There are accusations about opportunism in the timing of big baths. If a quarter or 

year is looking weak, management could decide to drive it deeper into the negative by 

taking an impairment charge, which could obscure the underlying performance. 

Management often accompanies these one-time charges in bad quarters with a 

pronouncement about cost saving programs or other pseudo-commitments about future 

growth or margin expansion, to try and counter balance the negatives. This likely sends 

some analysts scrambling to update their projection models. 

New management seems to play a factor in both in the perceived usefulness ss of 

financial information as well as the prevalence of “big baths”. Studies have shown that 

goodwill impairments are prominent in the first year of a new CEO (Jordan & Clark, 

2015, p. 4). Intuitively, the desire to “clean up the balance sheet” by a new regime makes 

some sense. Management has a large portion of compensation tied to performance, and 

although impairments are typically core adjusted for non-GAAP and internal equity 

performance within compensation plans, these adjustments are still a little embarrassing 

for leaders. Taking a large one-time charge in a CEO’s first year sends a message that 

“this one is owned by the last CEO”, as the new CEO clears the deck and tries to set a 

forward-looking tone, free of the overhang of past “mistakes”. Collins and DeAngelo 

(1990) noted that “income management after a proxy-contest-induced management 

change renders reported earnings less informative than in prior periods for these sample 

firms” (p. 215). 

Evolving Accounting Standards 

New accounting standards from FASB and IAS can drive changes in management 

behaviors, firm incentive plans and also reported earnings volatility that would then be 
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considered as adjustable in a supplementary earnings communication. Mark-to-market 

accounting compels firms to value securities at market prices. This adds significant 

volatility to reported earnings, especially in periods of fluctuation. DeFond, Hu, Hung 

and Li (2020) studied the effect of fair value accounting on performance and earnings. 

They found that “IFRS's non-fair-value provisions increase the association between net 

income and cash pay, but its fair value provisions reduce this association” (p. 20). They 

also suggested that increased earnings management likely reduced the association 

between net income and CEO total cash compensation (p. 20). 

The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) though new or revised 

guidance issuances can have a direct impact on earnings fluctuations, accounting 

practices and firm behavior. The issuance of new accounting standards like SFAS 141 

and 142 established (GAAP) for M&A financial accounting, especially related to 

business combinations and goodwill. SFAS 141 banned the pooling-of-interests method 

of accounting for mergers and covers rules on how the purchase price of an acquisition 

should be allocated to tangible and intangible assets, while SFAS 142 relates more 

explicitly to how goodwill is carried on the balance sheet and tested for its carrying value. 

This includes the detailed disclosure requirements when an intangible asset impairment 

loss is recognized, including the disclosures which require a description of facts and 

circumstances, the impairment amount and measurement method and the reason for the 

estimate, if not a final impairment (FASB, 2001b). Impairments can be a sizable item on 

the bridge between adjusted and reported earnings. 

Accounting for equity compensation and compensation benefit design was 

impacted by FAS 123R (FASB 2004), which put some specific rules around how 

companies accounted for option compensation granted to executives. Statement No. 123 
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required public companies to measure the cost of stock options when granted, and to 

expense that cost over the vesting period. Prior to that guidance, companies had 

flexibility with regard to accounting. This was both a cause of income statement variation 

in the early going, but also it impacted the relative mix of restrictive stock versus options 

allocation for several companies. Hayes, Lemon and Qiu (2012) studied option 

accounting, FAS 123R and CEO risk taking. The use of options was reduced significantly 

after FAS 123R became effective, due to the complexity of the accounting and its 

negative impact on earnings. They also found that there was little evidence that the 

reduction of option use, which can exponentially impact compensation, altered CEO risk 

taking (Hayes, Lemon and Qiu , 2012, p. i). Hou, Lovett and Rasheed (2018) had similar 

findings that option use fell, driven in part by the objective of avoiding accounting 

complexities, but also that there was not compelling evidence of a change in risk taking 

behavior. 

 

Performance Measures & Compensation Strategy 

CEO compensation is a much-discussed topic. Boards and Committees strive to 

find the right formula to align performance and pay. “Researchers and practitioners argue 

over concepts of labor market efficiency, pay for performance, and shareholder 

alignment, to members of the public the issue of CEO pay boils down to a personal 

assessment of whether any executive deserves to be paid so much” (Larcker & Tayan, 

2019, p. 1). There is clearly a gap in alignment between the public view on CEO pay, but 

within the groups that set compensation, there is also a lack of consistency of approach. 

Conceptually, a set of well contemplated and implemented performance measures should 

serve the purpose of motivating and incentivizing management to pursue projects and 
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activities in the best interests of the firm, by delivering the best possible economic 

performance for themselves and stakeholders. This is agency theory, in its most simple 

form. In practice, this creates a set of complexities that can cause confusion and goal 

conflict from competing priorities and has been a source of stress in financial incentive 

systems. In today’s corporate environment, there are activist shareholders trying to 

influence management to take stakeholder interests more seriously, alongside managers 

who are accused of reaping large performance incentives, despite inferior performance. 

This dilemma is at the heart of selecting performance and incentive measures for public 

companies. Performance measure selection strives to synchronize management incentives 

with firm strategy, performance and long-range financial health. 

Total shareholder return (TSR) is a prominent component of external firm 

performance evaluations as well as senior management incentive structures. A measure of 

value created for a shareholder in a set period of time measured by the change in share 

price plus dividends, the metric certainly offers alignment opportunities between 

managers and shareholders, but as evidence would suggest, there are challenges with its 

use. First, it needs to be relevant for a firm and as “noise-free” as possible, in that it 

should have minimum systemic effects by including only relevant performance 

benchmarks, as a noisy index “is associated with lower ROA and can be explained by 

compensation consultants’ tendencies and firms’ governance weaknesses” (Shin & Wang, 

2016, p. 1). Research also shows that this measure does not often yield its intended result. 

Firms with TSR in their incentive plans tend to be bigger than those without it, but they 

are also less profitable (Swinford, 2013, p. 1). Simply stated, there is no evidence that 

having TSR in the incentive plan actually improves it. As TSR can be influenced by 

much more than internal company performance, such as sector sentiment and overall 
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market factors, it makes sense that it is a difficult metric to connect specific management 

actions and behaviors. Many argue that there are more meaningful and manageable 

operational measures that are better suited for compensation plans. 

The use of economic value added (EVA) or residual income as a core performance 

metric is used in some firm incentive plans. Both metrics try to measure the economic 

impact of management over a mathematical capital charge for EVA and a minimum ROI 

threshold when using residual income. Both use some base of cost of capital or minimum 

acceptable return as a base for measuring performance. Biddle, Bowen and Wallace 

(1998) studied EVA and residual income versus other performance measures and found 

no evidence that these measures outperformed more traditional measures related to 

earnings. They concluded that in most cases, earnings outperformed EVA (p. 331). In a 

study of state-run enterprises, with a low cost of capital, Subedi and Farazmand (2020) 

found that replacing return on equity with EVA did show an improvement in EVA, but 

they cautioned that the phenomenon was only present in government-owned firms in the 

non-manufacturing sectors (p. 1). EVA and residual income are somewhat complex 

measures for all managers to comprehend and connect logically to, which could explain 

their relatively low usage.  

Swinford (2015) argues that performance measures should be fully actionable, 

bring focus to centerpiece financial metrics and include leading or driving indicators. 

Hagel, Lui & Brown (2013, p. 1) make a strong case for Return on Assets (ROA) to be at 

the center of a financial evaluation system for management. They reason that “ROA is not 

a perfect measure, but it is the most effective, broadly available financial measure to 

assess company performance”. Furthermore, they assert that unlike TSR or Return on 

Equity (ROE), ROA is less vulnerable to short-term gaming, and since it is a lagging 
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indicator it yields meaningful insights into the ongoing quality of decision-making. Since 

an asset base accumulates over time and cannot quickly be adjusted, ROA is a measure 

that cannot be dramatically improved in the short term as it is a measure of how 

management deploys assets to earn income over time. It can be improved in the mid and 

long term by acquisitions and other transformative actions. Management can improve the 

measure by utilizing assets in high quality, profitable projects (Hagel, Lui & Brown, 

2013, p. 11). 

Bebchuk, Cohen, & Ferrell (2004) studied corporate governance to understand 

what attributes best connected management to highly accountable performance. They 

created an E-index, with the “E” standing for entrenchment. They hypothesized that 

certain policies insulated management from being fully accountable, allowing them to be 

entrenched and not easily dismissed. The key six factors were staggered boards, limits to 

shareholder bylaw amendments, poison pills, “golden parachutes” and super majority 

requirements for mergers and charter amendments. When these were in place, they noted 

a decrease in firm value as measure by Tobin’s Q, which is a measure of market value 

divided by a firm’s assets, at replacement cost. They found a high negative correlation 

between their Entrenchment Index and firm value (p. 20). Performance measures are thus 

only part of the formula. This study suggest that an overly comfortable management team 

as measured by the level of entrenchment, may engage in sub-optimal behaviors.  
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CHAPTER 3: RELATION BETWEEN ADJUSTED EARNINGS  

AND FIRM PERFORMANCE 

Hypothesis Development 

The hypothesis underpinning the research objectives for Study 1 is that the size of 

the difference between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS is associated with poorer 

financial performance. I hypothesize that a large difference between these two measures 

will be associated with poorer contemporaneous and future financial performance. The 

performance measures for this study are total shareholder return (TSR), return on assets 

(ROA), and return on equity (ROE), which were chosen as a relevant set of financial 

metrics that are universally applied to company performance. Total shareholder return 

(TSR) is resident in most large company incentive plans and measures the return to 

shareholders over a set time period from dividends and change in share price. Return on 

assets is a strong measure of operational efficiency, measuring how a firm generates 

profit from its economic assets, and return on equity measures how well a company 

utilizes its equity to generate profit. 

 

The conceptual model is shown below in Figure 4. 

 

Total Shareholder Return (TSR)

Formula: (Ending Share Price less Opening Share Price)+Dividends)/Opening 
Share Price

Return on Assets (ROA):

Formula: Net Income/Average Total Assets

Return on Equity (ROE):

Formula: Net Income/Total Shareholders Equity

Study 1: Performance Measures 
Selected
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  Figure 4: Conceptual Model – Adjusted EPS &Performance 

 
 

The hypotheses are stated below in Table 3. The key hypothesis is that 

contemporaneous and future performance are associated with the gap between non-

GAAP EPS and GAAP EPS (I term this “DELTAEPS” henceforth).  To test this, I 

estimate regressions of each of the three performance measures on DELTAEPS and a set 

of control variables (firm size, leverage, market to book ratio, as well as year and industry 

fixed effects). Rows 1-3 in Table 3 present these hypotheses.  I also examine the effect of 

DELTAEPS scaled by the absolute value of EPS (henceforth “DELTAEPS_EPS”). Rows 

4-6 in Table 4 present the corresponding hypotheses for DELTAEPS_EPS. Rows 7-12 

present the same set of hypotheses, but now the dependent variables are future 

performance measures, which are the averages of the future two years’ measures for TSR, 

ROA, and ROE. 

 

 

 

Study 1:Conceptual Framework

2

Agency Theory & Corporate 
Governance Information Asymmetry

Incentives

Antecedents Construct

1. Business size & Sector
2. Management Incentives
3. Reporting choices
4. Extraordinary events
5. Decision making & complexity

Focus on adjustments and 
“excuses” could signal weakness in 

decision-making 
& execution

Firms with large Adjusted to 
Reported EPS adjustments 

underperform those with smaller 
adjustments

Accounting Theory, GAAP and 
IFRS Standards
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Research Methodology 

To examine the above hypotheses, I start with the largest 500 New York Stock 

Exchange (NYSE) listed companies by market capitalization as of Dec 31, 2020. 

Financial data was obtained from the WRDS database (Compustat and Execucomp) for 

the 10-year period from 2011 through 2020. The tests of contemporaneous performance 

have approximately 2,900 company years in the sample, while the tests of future 

performance have approximately 2,500 company years in the sample, based on the 

completeness of data availability. 

The study consists of two parts covering contemporaneous performance measures 

and future performance measures.  For the first part, I estimate six regressions 

(corresponding to three performance measures: TSR, ROA, and ROE for each of the two 

key independent variables: DELTAEPS and DELTAEPS_EPS).   For the second part, I 

estimate the same six regressions, but replace contemporaneous values of performance by 

the corresponding future values for TSR, ROA and ROE in year t+1. The variable 

definitions used in the tests are shown in Table 4. 

STATA was utilized as the statistical analysis tool for the Study, and each 

regression variable is shown in Table 5. 

 

Results 

Tests S1.1 to S1.3: Contemporaneous (Unscaled): DELTAEPS Vs TSR, ROA and ROE 

 

Test Section Test # Hypothesis

Contemporaeous S1.1 Ha: DELTAEPS is associated with poorer contemporaneous performance as measured by 

& Unscaled Total Shareholder Return (TSR)

S1.2 Ha: DELTAEPS is associated with poorer contemporaneous performance as measured by 

Return on Assets (ROA)

S1.3 Ha: DELTAEPS is associated with poorer contemporaneous performance as measured by 

Return on Equity (ROE)
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The results in Table 6 are related to Hypotheses S1.1 through S1.3. The 

independent variable, DELTAEPS, measures the unscaled difference between Adjusted 

EPS and GAAP EPS. Table 6 shows the association between DELTAEPS and 

contemporaneous firm performance.  Contemporaneous firm performance is measured by 

using three financial return measures, including Total Shareholder Return (TSR1YEAR), 

Return on Assets (ROA) and Return on Equity (ROE). For all four sets of regressions 

covering Tests S1.1 through S1.12, control variables include Firm size, Leverage, Price-

Book ratio, industry fixed effects, and year fixed effects. Firm size is measured as the 

logarithm of total annual revenue. Firm leverage is measured as the ratio of total debt to 

total assets. The Price to Book ratio is the market value of equity divided by the book 

value of equity. Coefficient values and t-statistics (in parentheses) are shown. Standard 

errors are adjusted for clustering at the firm level. ***, **, and * show the significance at 

the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels respectively. 

Hypothesis S1.1 is supported by the results. The coefficient on the variable 

DELTAEPS is negative (=-0.0060) and statistically significant at the 1% level (p-value = 

0.00). The within adjusted R-squared of the regression is 0.23. The results are consistent 

with DELTAEPS being associated with worse contemporaneous performance as 

measured by TSR1YEAR (Total Shareholder Return). 

Hypothesis S1.2 is supported by the results. The coefficient on the variable 

DELTAEPS is negative (-0.0059) and statistically significant at the 1% level (p-value = 

0.00). The within adjusted R-squared of the regression is 0.30. The results support the 

idea that DELTAEPS is associated with poorer contemporaneous performance as 

measured by ROA (Return on Assets). 
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Hypothesis S1.3 is supported by the results. The coefficient on the variable 

DELTAEPS is negative (= -0.021), and statistically significant at the 1% level (p-value 

=0.01). The within adjusted R-squared of the regression is 0.91. The results support the 

idea that DELTAEPS is associated with poorer contemporaneous performance as 

measured by ROE (Return on Equity). 

 

Tests S1.4 to S1.6: Contemporaneous (Scaled): DeltaEPS_EPS Vs TSR, ROA and ROE 

 

The results in Table 7 are related to Hypotheses S1.4 through S1.6. The dependent 

variable, DELTAEPS_EPS, measures the difference between Adjusted EPS and GAAP 

EPS, scaled by the absolute value of reported GAAP EPS. Table 7 shows the association 

between DELTAEPS_EPS and contemporaneous firm performance.  Contemporaneous 

firm performance is measured by using three financial return measures, including Total 

Shareholder Return (TSR), Return on Assets (ROA) and Return on Equity (ROE). Per 

Tests S1.1 to S1.3 all definitions and control variables are standard for all tests as noted. 

Hypothesis S1.4 is supported by the results.  The coefficient on the variable 

DELTAEPS_EPS is negative (=-0.0016) and statistically significant at the 5% level (p-

value = 0.02). The within adjusted R-squared of the regression is 0.22.  The results 

support the idea that DELTAEPS_EPS is associated with poorer contemporaneous 

performance as measured by TSR1YEAR (Total Shareholder Return). 

Test Section Test # Hypothesis

Contemporaeous S1.4 Ha: DELTAEPS_EPS (Scaled) is associated with poorer contemporaneous performance 

& Scaled as measured by Total Shareholder Return (TSR)

S1.5 Ha: DELTAEPS_EPS (Scaled) is associated with poorer contemporaneous performance 

as measured by Return on Assets (ROA)

S1.6 Ha: DELTAEPS_EPS (Scaled) is associated with poorer contemporaneous performance 

as measured by Return on Equity (ROE)
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Hypothesis S1.5 is supported by the results.  The coefficient on the variable 

DELTAEPS_EPS is negative (=-0.0010) and statistically significant at the 1% level (p-

value = 0.00). The within adjusted R-squared of the regression is 0.07  The results 

support the idea that DELTAEPS_EPS is associated with poorer contemporaneous 

performance as measured by ROA (Return on Assets). 

Hypothesis S1.6 is supported by the results.  The coefficient on the variable 

DELTAEPS_EPS is negative (=-0.0045) and statistically significant at the 5% level (p-

value = 0.026). The within adjusted R-squared of the regression is 0.91. The results 

support the idea that DELTAEPS_EPS is associated with poorer contemporaneous 

performance as measured by ROE (Return on Equity). 

 

Tests S1.7 to S1.9: Future Performance (Unscaled): DeltaEPS Vs TSR, ROA and ROE 

 

The results in Table 8 are related to Hypotheses S1.7 through S1.9. The dependent 

variable, DELTAEPS, measures the scaled difference between Adjusted EPS and GAAP 

EPS, scaled by the absolute value of reported GAAP EPS. Table 8 shows the association 

between DELTAEPS and future firm performance. Future firm performance is measured 

by using three financial return measures, including future Total Shareholder Return 

(FUTURERET_1YEAR), future Return on Assets (FUTUREROA_1YEAR) and future 

Return on Equity (FUTUREROE_1YEAR). All three future variables calculate the future 

(t+1) year return for the measure being tested. Consistent with Tests S1.1 to S1.6 all other 

Test Section Test # Hypothesis

Predictive S1.7 Ha: DELTAEPS is associated with poorer Future performance as measured by

& Unscaled future Total Shareholder Return (TSR)

S1.8 Ha: DELTAEPS is associated with poorer Future performance as measured by

future Return on Assets (ROA)

S1.9 Ha: DELTAEPS is associated with poorer Future performance as measured by

future Return on Equity (ROE)
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regression effects, definitions and control variables are standard for all tests as noted 

above. 

Hypothesis S1.7 is not supported by the results due to lack of a significant 

relationship between DELTAEPS and Future Shareholder Return. The coefficient on 

DELTAEPS is negative (-0.0087), and statistically insignificant at conventional levels (p-

value=0.661).  

  Hypothesis S1.8 is supported by the results.  The coefficient on the variable 

DELTAEPS is negative (=-0.0020) and statistically significant at the 1% level (p-value = 

0.000). The within adjusted R-squared of the regression is 0.05. The results support the 

idea that DELTAEPS is associated with poorer future performance as measured by future 

ROA (FUTUREROA_1YEAR).  

Hypothesis S1.9 is supported by the results.  The coefficient on the variable 

DELTAEPS is negative (=-0.0293) and statistically significant at the 5% level (p-value = 

0.029). The within adjusted R-squared of the regression is 0.01.  The results support the 

idea that DELTAEPS is associated with poorer future performance as measured by future 

ROE (FUTUREROE_1YEAR).  

 

Tests S1.10 - S1.12: Future Performance (Scaled): DeltaEPS_EPS Vs TSR, ROA and 
ROE 

 

The results in Table 9 are related to Hypotheses S1.10 through S1.12. The 

dependent variable, DELTAEPS_EPS, measures the difference between Adjusted EPS 

Test Section Test # Hypothesis

Predictive S1.10 Ha: DELTAEPS_EPS (Scaled) is associated with poorer Future performance 

 & Scaled as measured by future Total Shareholder Return (TSR)

S1.11 Ha: DELTAEPS_EPS (Scaled) is associated with poorer Future performance

as measured by future Return on Assets (ROA)

S1.12 Ha: DELTAEPS_EPS (Scaled) is associated with poorer Future performance 

as measured by future Return on Equity (ROE)
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and GAAP EPS, scaled by the absolute value of reported GAAP EPS. Table 9 shows the 

association between DELTAEPS_EPS and future firm performance. Future firm 

performance is measured by using three financial return measures, including future Total 

Shareholder Return (FUTURERET_1YEAR), future Return on Assets 

(FUTUREROA_1YR), and future Return on Equity (FUTUREROE_1YR).  Consistent 

with Tests S1.1 to S1.9 all other regression effects, definitions and control variables are 

standard for all tests as noted above. 

Hypothesis S1.10 is not supported by the results due to lack of a significant 

relationship between DELTAEPS_EPS and Future Shareholder Return 

(FUTURERET_1YEAR). The coefficient on DELTAEPS_EPS is negative (= -0.000) but 

statistically insignificant at conventional levels (p-value=.654). 

Hypothesis S1.11 is supported by the results.  The coefficient on the variable 

DELTAEPS_EPS is negative (=-0.0008) and statistically significant at the 1% level (p-

value = 0.001). The within adjusted R-squared of the regression is 0.04.  The results 

support the idea that DELTAEPS_EPS is associated with poorer future performance as 

measured by future ROA (FUTUREROA_1YEAR).  

Hypothesis S1.12 is supported by the results. The coefficient on the variable 

DELTAEPS_EPS is negative (=-0.0077) and statistically significant at the 10% level (p-

value = 0.078). The within adjusted R-squared of the regression is 0.00.  The results 

support the idea that DELTAEPS_EPS is associated with poorer future performance as 

measured by future ROA (FUTUREROA_1YEAR).  
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Conclusions 

Study 1 proposed and tested the hypotheses that the size of the difference in 

Adjusted versus reported Earnings (“DELTAEPS”) is associated with worse 

contemporaneous and future performance.  Overall, I estimated 12 regressions, of which 

10 yielded negative and statistically significant coefficients on the unscaled difference 

(DELTAEPS) and the scaled difference (DELTAEPS_EPS) for these two measures. The 

two insignificant regressions were both related to future Total Shareholder Return (scale 

and unscaled). TSR is a variable that would have a number of other external market and 

sector factors impacting it beyond immediate firm performance, and is exceptionally hard 

to predict going-forward. Research and study of future stock returns is an immense field 

of study. Overall, the results support the hypothesis that firms with a larger “DELTAEPS” 

are associated with worse contemporaneous and future performance, as represented by 

internal operating metrics like ROA and ROE. 

The contemporaneous series of regressions were all statistically significant. The 

unscaled tests of the performance variables were all significant at the 1% level. The 

scaled version of the independent variable also showed strong significance, with one 

regression (ROA) showing 1% significance and the other two (TSR and ROE) showing 

5% significance. In terms of the relation between the difference between Adjusted EPS 

and future performance, I find evidence that future accounting measures of performance 

are negatively associated with the difference in EPS, but future stock performance is not 

associated with the difference in EPS reporting. The very high R-squared values (.91) on 

tests S1.3 and S1.6 of 0.91 is a clear outlier and implies that other very significant 

relationships are driving such a high value for the Return on Equity (ROE) regressions.   
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It is extremely unlikely that the difference in Reported and Adjusted EPS is explaining 

almost all of the dependent variable return on equity in these two regressions.  

One theoretical concern here may be that both the dependent variables (ROA and 

ROE) as well as independent variable (DELTAEPS) are partially determined by the net 

income of the firm.  Thus, the relation between the performance measures and 

DELTAEPS may be a mechanical one. While this may be a concern at “first glance”, 

however, I don’t believe this is driving our results for three reasons.  First, I find the 

relationship statistically significant with stock performance (TSR1YEAR), where the 

possibility of a mechanical relation is not present. Second, the right-hand side variable is 

DELTAEPS, not CEPSD. That is, the independent variable is not the actual EPS measure 

but the difference between Adjusted and GAAP EPS. As can be seen in Table 11, Figures 

a and b, the correlation between DELTAEPS and CEPSD is 0.03. The correlation of 

DELTAEPS with Future ROA and Future ROE is even smaller at 0.06 and 0.008 

respectively. Third, a mechanical relation would predict a positive coefficient on 

DELTAEPS as both the independent and dependent variables have some measure of Net 

Income in the numerator, but what I actually predict and find is a negative coefficient. 

Overall, therefore, the study supports the hypotheses that the difference between adjusted 

and reported EPS is negatively associated with current and future performance measures.  
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CHAPTER 4: RELATION BETWEEN CEO COMPENSATION  

AND ADJUSTED EARNINGS 

Hypothesis Development 

Large public company incentive programs are typically comprised of measures 

articulating goals for revenue, cashflow, innovation, and margin or earnings. For the 

earnings measure, these incentive plans are more closely tied to Adjusted Earnings, as 

opposed to Reported GAAP Earnings for the profit measure. Adjusted Earnings can 

comprise approximately 30% to 50% of CEO’s incentive plan as earnings measures 

figure prominently in the formulas for annual incentives. Figure 5 displays an excerpt of 

the Medtronic 2021 Proxy Report, outlining the components of their short-term incentive 

plan.  The rationale for not using GAAP earnings is sound, as GAAP earnings can be 

“noisy”, with non-recurring items potentially penalizing an executive’s performance 

when it is not warranted or under the direct influence of the executive. This desire spawns 

an adjustment list, as outlined earlier in this paper.  

Incentive compensation is a very significant portion of total compensation for 

most CEOs, averaging between 80 and 90% of total compensation (see Table 12). Thus, 

it would be logical to assume that there may be a relationship between the size of CEO 

incentive compensation and the prevalence of EPS adjustments, as incentives guide 

behavior and the CEO, along with the senior management team, would benefit if more 

items were reclassed to the “adjustment list”. Stock compensation is typically 40% of a 

CEO’s current year compensation (see Table 12), with a multiyear vesting cycle, so it is 

also logical that if a relationship exists between short-term incentive compensation, then 

a relationship may also exist with Future long-term incentive (LTI) as measurement and 

eventual payout is often driven by earnings and other performance measures over a 
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period beyond the current year. Three years is common and is the rationale for testing 

unvested equity and “DELTAEPS” along with current year variable compensation. 

In this study, I examine whether measures of CEO incentive compensation are 

associated with larger positive non-GAAP adjustments to GAAP earnings. The incentive 

compensation measures I study are: Total Variable Compensation (which is all 

compensation excluding Base Salary), the Ratio of variable compensation to total 

compensation, and the dollar value of unvested equity attributed to the CEO, which 

represents the accumulation of unvested stock awards. 

 

Figure 5: Annual Incentive Plan – Medtronic 2021 

 
     Source: Medtronic Proxy Statement and Notice of 2021 Annual General Meeting of     
     Shareholders - Thursday, Dec. 9, 2021 
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The conceptual model is shown below in Figure 6. 

     Figure 6: Conceptual Model – Incentives & Adj. Earnings  

 

Study 2 is organized in three parts, around the three key independent variables. 

The hypotheses are summarized in Table 13. The key hypothesis is that CEO Variable 

and Stock Incentive Compensation, as key components of corporate incentive plans, are 

associated with the gap between Adjusted (non-GAAP) EPS and GAAP EPS. As per 

Study 1, I term this “DELTAEPS”. To test this, I estimate regressions of DELTAEPS as 

Variable Compensation Ratio (OTHCOMPRAT)

Formula: Total non-salary compensation as a ratio of total compensation

Variable Compensation Total (LOGOTHCOM)

Formula: Logarithm of total non-salary compensation 

Total Unvested Equity (LOGUNVESTEDEQUITY)

Formula: Logarithm of total unvested equity, as reported in Annual Report

Study 2: Compensation Measures 
Selected

Study 2: Conceptual Framework

4

Agency Theory & Corporate 
Governance Information Asymmetry

Incentives

Antecedents Construct

1. Business size & Sector
2. Management Incentives
3. Extraordinary events
4. Base vs Variable Compensation 

ratios
5. Short Term vs Long Term 

Incentives

Larger variable compensation 
amounts lead to decisions that 

create more frequent larger EPS 
adjustments

Firms with CEO’s having larger 
variable compensation ratios have 

a larger “DeltaEPS”

Accounting Theory, GAAP and 
IFRS Standards
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the dependent variable against each of the three key compensation measures (variable 

compensation ratio to total compensation, total variable compensation, and unvested 

equity) as independent variables. Control variables include firm size, leverage, price to 

book ratio, as well as year and industry fixed effects. Rows 1-4 in Table 12 present the 

hypotheses for the variable compensation ratio (OTHCOMPRAT) versus current year 

DELTAEPS, scaled current year DELTAEPS and future DELTAEPS for the following 

year, both scaled and unscaled. Scaled DELTAEPS is DELTAEPS scaled by the absolute 

value of EPS (henceforth “DELTAEPS_EPS”). Rows 5-8 in Table 11 present the 

corresponding hypotheses for total variable compensation (LOGOTHCOM) versus the 

four DELTAEPS measures, while rows 9-12 DELTAEPS_EPS present the hypotheses for 

the set of tests relating to unvested equity (LOGUNVESTEDEQUITY). 

 

Research Methodology 

To examine the above hypotheses, I start with the largest 500 New York Stock 

Exchange (NYSE) listed companies by market capitalization as of December 31, 2020. 

Financial data are obtained from the WRDS database (Compustat and Execucomp) for 

the ten-year period from 2011-2020. The tests of contemporaneous performance have 

approximately 2,900 company years in the sample, while the tests of future performance 

have approximately 2,600 company years in the sample, based on the completeness of 

data availability. 

The study is organized by the three independent variables. Variables were either 

directly extracted from Compustat/Execucomp or generated in STATA. The variable 

definitions used in the tests are shown in Table 14. 
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STATA was utilized as the statistical analysis tool for Study 2, and each regression 

variable is shown in Table 15. 

 

Results 

Test S2.1 – S2.4 Tests of Adjusted Earnings and Variable Compensation Ratio 

 

The results in Table 16 are related to Hypotheses S2.1 through S2.4. The table 

outlines four tests for the difference between Adjusted EPS and GAAP EPS; namely 

current year unscaled (DELTAEPS), and scaled (DELTAEPS_EPS) and future year 

unscaled (FDELTAEPS_1YR) and scaled (FDELTAEPS_EPS_1YR), each against the 

ratio of variable compensation to total compensation (OTHCOMPRAT).  

For all three sets of regressions and output tables covering Tests S2.1 through 

S2.12, control variables include Firm size, Leverage and Price-Book ratio. Firm size is 

measured as the logarithm of total annual revenue. Firm leverage is measured as the ratio 

of total debt to total assets. The Price to Book ratio is the market value of equity divided 

by the book value of equity.  Industry and year fixed effects are shown. Coefficient values 

and t-statistics (in parentheses) are shown.  Standard errors are adjusted for clustering at 

the firm level. ***, **, and * show the significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels 

respectively. 

Hypothesis S2.1 is not supported by the results due to lack of a significant 

relationship between OTHCOMPRAT and DELTAEPS. I find that the coefficient on 

OTHCOMPRAT is negative and the relationship is statistically insignificant at 

Test Section Test # Hypothesis

Contemporaeous S2.1 Ha: The ratio of variable compensation (OTHCOMPRAT) is associated with higher 
& Unscaled contemporaneous unscaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (DELTAEPS)

Contemporaeous S2.2 Ha: The ratio of variable compensation (OTHCOMPRAT) is associated with higher 
Scaled contemporaneous Scaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (DELTAEPS_EPS)

Predictive S2.3 Ha: The ratio of variable compensation (OTHCOMPRAT) is associated with higher 
& Unscaled future unscaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (FDELTAEPS_1YR)
Predictive S2.4 Ha: The ratio of variable compensation (OTHCOMPRAT) is associated with higher 
& Scaled future scaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (FDELTAEPS_EPS_1YR)
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conventional levels (coefficient = -1.0636, p-value = 0.195). The results do not support 

the idea that the ratio of variable to total compensation is associated with a larger 

contemporaneous, unscaled adjusted earnings differential. 

Hypothesis S2.2 is not supported by the results due to lack of a significant 

relationship between OTHCOMPRAT and DELTAEPS_EPS. I find that the coefficient on 

OTHCOMPRAT is positive and the relationship is statistically insignificant at 

conventional levels (coefficient = .2880, p-value = 0.807). The results do not support the 

idea that the ratio of variable to total compensation is associated with a larger 

contemporaneous, scaled adjusted earnings differential.  

Hypothesis S2.3 is not supported by the results. Although there is a statistically 

significant relationship between OTHCOMPRAT and the scaled contemporaneous 

adjusted earnings difference (FDELTAEPS_EPS), at the 10% level (p-value = 0.08), the 

coefficient on the variable OTHCOMPRAT is negative (= -1.567).  The results do not 

support the idea that the ratio of variable to total compensation is associated with a larger 

future, unscaled adjusted earnings differential.  

Hypothesis S2.4 is supported by the results.  The coefficient on the variable 

OTHCOMPRAT is positive (=3.9044) and statistically significant at the 10% level (p-

value = 0.051) indicating a significant relationship between OTHCOMPRAT and 

FDELTAEPS_EPS_1YR. The results support the idea that the ratio of variable to total 

compensation is associated with a larger future year (t+1) adjusted earnings differential, 

as measured by the scaled FDELTAEPS_EPS_1YR. 
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        Test S2.5 – S2.8  Tests of Adjusted Earnings and Total Variable Compensation 

  

The results in Table 17 are related to Hypotheses S2.5 through S2.8. The table 

outlines four tests for the difference between Adjusted EPS and GAAP EPS; namely 

current year unscaled (DELTAEPS) and scaled (DELTAEPS_EPS) and future year 

unscaled (FDELTAEPS_1YR) and scaled (FDELTAEPS_EPS_1YR), each against the 

logarithm of total variable compensation (LGOTHCOM).  

Hypothesis S2.5 is not supported by the results due to lack of a significant 

relationship between LGOTHCOM and DELTAEPS. I find that the coefficient on 

LGOTHCOM is negative and the relationship is statistically insignificant at conventional 

levels (coefficient = -0.0901, p-value =0.173). The results do not support the idea that 

total variable compensation is associated with a larger contemporaneous, unscaled 

adjusted earnings differential. 

Hypothesis S2.6 is not fully supported by the results. Although there is a 

statistically significant relationship between LGOTHCOM and the scaled 

contemporaneous adjusted earnings difference (DELTAEPS_EPS), at the 1% level (p-

value = 0.000), the coefficient on the variable LGOTHCOM is negative (= -0.3017).  The 

results do not support the idea that total variable compensation is associated with a larger 

contemporaneous, scaled adjusted earnings differential. 

 

Test Section Test # Hypothesis

Contemporaeous S2.5 Ha: The amount of variable compensation (LGOTHCOM) is associated with higher 
& Unscaled contemporaneous unscaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (DELTAEPS)

Contemporaeous S2.6 Ha: The amount of variable compensation (LGOTHCOM) is associated with higher 
Scaled contemporaneous Scaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (DELTAEPS_EPS)

Predictive S2.7 Ha: The amount of variable compensation (LGOTHCOM) is associated with higher 
& Unscaled future unscaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (FDELTAEPS_1YR)
Predictive S2.8 Ha: The amount of variable compensation (LGOTHCOM) is associated with higher 
& Scaled future scaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (FDELTAEPS_EPS_1YR)
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Hypothesis S2.7 is not supported by the results due to lack of a significant 

relationship between LGOTHCOM and FDELTAEPS_1YR.  I find that the coefficient on 

FDELTAEPS_1YR is negative and the relationship is statistically insignificant at 

conventional levels (coefficient -0.0399, p-value =0.429). The results do not support the 

idea that total variable compensation is associated with a larger future year, unscaled 

adjusted earnings differential. 

Hypothesis S2.8 is not supported by the results due to lack of a significant 

relationship between LGOTHCOM and FDELTAEPS_EPS_1YR. I find that the 

coefficient on FDELTAEPS_EPS_1YR is negative and the relationship is statistically 

insignificant at conventional levels (coefficient =  -0.1711, p-value =0.139). The results 

do not support the idea that total variable compensation is associated with a larger future 

year, scaled adjusted earnings differential. 

 

 

Test S2.9 – S2.12  Tests of Adjusted Earnings and Unvested Equity 

 

  

The results in Table 18 are related to Hypotheses S2.9 through S2.12. The table 

outlines four tests for the difference between Adjusted EPS and GAAP EPS; namely 

current year unscaled (DELTAEPS) and scaled (DELTAEPS_EPS) and future year 

unscaled (FDELTAEPS_1YR) and scaled (FDELTAEPS_EPS_1YR), each against the 

logarithm of total unvested equity (LGUNVESTEDEQUITY).  

Test Section Test # Hypothesis
Contemporaeous S2.9 Ha: The amount of unvested equity (LGUNVESTEDEQUITY) is associated with higher 

& Unscaled contemporaneous unscaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (DELTAEPS)
Contemporaeous S2.10 Ha: The amount of unvested equity (LGUNVESTEDEQUITY) is associated with higher 

Scaled contemporaneous Scaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (DELTAEPS_EPS)
Predictive S2.11 Ha: The amount of unvested equity (LGUNVESTEDEQUITY) is associated with higher 
& Unscaled future unscaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (FDELTAEPS_1YR)
Predictive S2.12 Ha: The amount of unvested equity (LGUNVESTEDEQUITY) is associated with higher 
& Scaled future scaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (FDELTAEPS_EPS_1YR)
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Hypothesis S2.9 is not supported by the results due to lack of a significant 

relationship between LGUNVESTEDEQUITY and DELTAEPS. I find that the 

coefficient on LGUNVESTEDEQUITY is positive, and the relationship is statistically 

insignificant at conventional levels (coefficient = 0.0164, p-value = 0.228). The results do 

not support the idea that total unvested equity compensation is associated with a larger 

contemporaneous, unscaled adjusted earnings differential. 

Hypothesis S2.10 is not supported by the results due to lack of a significant 

relationship between LGUNVESTEDEQUITY and DELTAEPS_EPS.  I find that the 

coefficient on LGUNVESTEDEQUITY is positive, and the relationship is statistically 

insignificant at conventional levels (coefficient = 0.0106, p-value = 0.317). The results do 

not support the idea that total unvested equity compensation is associated with a larger 

contemporaneous, scaled adjusted earnings differential. 

Hypothesis S2.11 is supported by the results.  The coefficient on the variable 

LGUNVESTEDEQUITY is positive (=.0265) and statistically significant at the 10% 

level (p-value = 0.085) indicating a significant relationship between 

LGUNVESTEDEQUITY and FDELTAEPS_1YR. The results support the idea that total 

unvested equity is associated with a larger future year (t+1) adjusted earnings differential, 

as measured by the unscaled variable FDELTAEPS _1YR. 

Hypothesis S2.12 is not supported by the results due to lack of a significant 

relationship between LGUNVESTEDEQUITY and FDELTAEPS_EPS_1YR. I find that 

the coefficient on LGUNVESTEDEQUITY is negative, and the relationship is 

statistically insignificant at conventional levels (coefficient = -0.0019, p-value = 0.885). 
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4.5 Conclusions  

CEO compensation is a well-studied, and often controversial topic. Study 2 

posited that since Adjusted EPS is a prevalent and meaningful component of a typical 

CEO incentive plan, we might logically expect an association between incentive 

compensation and the size of the difference between adjusted and reported EPS. Study 2 

did not find consistent statistical significance to support this overarching hypothesis. The 

variable OTHCOMPRAT, which measures the ratio of variable to total compensation, 

was significantly associated with future year Adjusted EPS at the 10% level, but not to 

current year Adjusted EPS, which is interesting but not fully logical because if variable 

compensation were a driver of the Adjusted earnings differential, it would be reasonable 

to expect to see the relationship primarily present within the current year where short 

term incentives are earned. One of the four regressions of the logarithm of total variable 

compensation (LGOTHCOM) did show a current year relationship at the 1% significance 

level with the scaled Adjusted Earnings differential (DELTAEPS_EPS), but the 

coefficient was negative and this significance level was quite an outlier in the regression 

set.  Lastly, one of the four regressions related to unvested equity and Adjusted earnings 

differential showed a significant relationship at 10%, with the future unscaled  Adjusted 

Earnings differential (FDELTAEPS_1YR). Although these tests indicate some statistical 

association in four of the twelve regressions, the results are not fully compelling, and 

could be deemed as random, especially as three of the four regressions are significant 

only at 10%.  Overall, the study only found only partial statistical evidence from the data 

and analysis to support the hypothesis that CEO compensation structure affects 

manager’s incentives to report higher non-GAAP EPS in the current or subsequent year.  
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The current study could be replicated with different set of potential control 

variables relating to other CEO characteristics like tenure, or other firm financial or 

industry metrics. Additionally, there are other potentially interesting areas of research in 

this area, which could include the study of management actions to try to enhance share 

price through the use of adjusted earnings and whether there is any trend or evidence 

regarding share price performance sustainability or movements that are connected to the 

practice. Additionally, the results may be different if firms were classified on additional 

performance metrics, like consistency of earnings growth. 

CEO compensation and incentivization remains a contentious and somewhat 

perplexing field of study. There is little evidence to suggest that pay for performance 

really works, and each year there are many examples of extreme pay, connected to lower 

quartile financial results. There is also no real evidence regarding the relative strength of 

any specific performance measure as a driver of firm competitive differentiation. Most 

notably TSR inside an incentive plan has been shown to have only minor relationships to 

improved TSR of an enterprise. It appears that benchmarking horizontally by 

compensation committees is a bigger driver of CEO pay than the performance of the 

individual enterprise. Staying competitive with the peer set and the market is likely a 

primary factor in how CEO pay is set. Guest, Kothari and Pozen (2017) found that large 

positive earnings adjustments predicted abnormally high pay. They built an industry 

standard model of normal compensation to define their abnormal measures. I could not 

find a relationship between variable pay, which is the pay that flexes from incentives with 

the size of the current year adjusted earnings difference. They had other interesting 

findings including the suggestion that positive adjustments were somehow entrenched at 
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these firms, and that they continued almost uninterrupted. Again, I was not able to see 

such a connection in my research (Guest, Kothari and Pozen, 2017, p. 3). 
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CHAPTER 5:  CONTRIBUTION 

There is a vast library of studies covering decision-making, quality of earnings, 

management incentives, income “smoothing”, agency theory, information dissymmetry 

and business failures, but I have yet to find a direct examination of the relationship 

between management incentives, the use of adjusted earnings reporting and firm 

performance, relative to peers. There are some interesting studies related to how large 

adjusting firms pay their executives. This study could fill an interesting niche in this large 

collection of studies and potentially progress the quest for fully understanding why 

managers do what they do and how management interests are potentially prioritized 

ahead of other key stakeholders. The two studies are intended to connect logically as a 

study of consequences (Study 1), followed by a possible cause (Study 2).  

Study 1 examined the consequences of the practice of Adjusted Earnings, and 

found meaningful results that there is a relationship between the size of adjustment 

differences and firm performance. From the statistical analysis for current year 

performance, Study 1 demonstrates a meaningful relationship between the core-to-

reported earnings gap and how that is related to contemporaneous and future (year t+1) 

measures like Total Shareholder Return, Return on Assets and Return on Equity. There is 

especially meaningful strength with the highly operational measure of ROA. ROA is a 

core lagging indicator management measure that measures profitability of a firm’s asset 

base. To Deloitte, “its trajectory provides insight into the quality of prior decisions and 

also helps challenge the fundamental assumptions that these decisions were based on. 

(Hagel et al., 2013, p. 14). I could envision further sector-specific studies to go deeper on 

these findings. 
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Study 2 sought to examine one possible incentive-related cause of the Adjusted 

Earnings  practice. Since CEO compensation is driven partially from the Adjusted 

Earnings value as a proxy for Earnings in the typical incentive plan, it is conceivable that 

this practice could have shown a meaningful relationship.  The second study found some 

statistically significant results, but these results were not pervasive nor fully consistent 

with the hypotheses. The variable compensation ratio was associated with the future year 

Adjusted earnings differential (DELTAEPS), but not to the current year DELTAEPS, 

which is slightly counterintuitive when one assesses compensation potential. There was a 

statistically significant relationship at 1% between total variable compensation and the 

current year scaled Adjusted Earnings differential, which was encouraging and potentially 

indicative that a different set of control variables may help uncover more consistent 

findings. Understanding additional differentiators of CEO impact on firm performance 

could be a future area of study. Additionally, other potential causes could be studied 

including the demands from the analyst community as well as relationships between the 

practice and major corporate events like mergers and acquisitions. 
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APPENDIX  

Table 1: Classification (GIC) – Industry Groups 

 

 

Sector
Industry 
Group

Industry Group Description

10 1010 Energy

15 1510 Materials

20 2010 Capital Goods

2020 Commercial & Professional Services

2030 Transportation

25 2510 Automobiles & Components

2520 Consumer Durables & Apparel

2530 Consumer Services

2550 Retailing

30 3010 Food & Staples Retailing

3020 Food, Beverage & Tobacco

3030 Household & Personal Products

35 3510 Health Care Equipment & Services

3520 Pharmaceuticals, Biotechnology & Life Sciences

40 4010 Banks

4020 Diversified Financials

4030 Insurance

45 4510 Software & Services

4520 Technology Hardware & Equipment

4530 Semiconductors & Semiconductor Equipment

50 5010 Communication Services

5020 Media & Entertainment

55 5510 Utilities

60 6010 Real Estate
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Table 2: EPS to Core Ratio  – by GIC Industry Group 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GICG GIC Industry Group
EPS to Core 

Ratio
1010 Energy 65.26%
1510 Materials 90.11%
2010 Capital Goods 91.98%
2020 Commercial & Professional Services 87.42%
2030 Transportation 97.11%
2510 Automobiles & Components 95.65%
2520 Consumer Durables & Apparel 98.29%
2530 Consumer Services 96.76%
2550 Retailing 93.39%
3010 Food & Staples Retailing 96.83%
3020 Food, Beverage & Tobacco 102.39%
3030 Household & Personal Products 92.05%
3510 Health Care Equipment & Services 82.45%
3520 Pharmaceuticals, Biotechnology & Life Sciences 82.08%
4010 Banks 104.49%
4020 Diversified Financials 94.42%
4030 Insurance 114.30%
4510 Software & Services 76.17%
4520 Technology Hardware & Equipment 93.44%
4530 Semiconductors & Semiconductor Equipment 98.63%
5010 Communication Services 29.06%
5020 Media & Entertainment 56.12%
5510 Utilities 88.55%
6010 Real Estate 102.00%
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Table 3: Study 1 – Hypotheses Summary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Test Section Test # Hypothesis

Contemporaeous S1.1 Ha: DELTAEPS is associated with poorer contemporaneous performance as measured by 

& Unscaled Total Shareholder Return (TSR)

S1.2 Ha: DELTAEPS is associated with poorer contemporaneous performance as measured by 

Return on Assets (ROA)

S1.3 Ha: DELTAEPS is associated with poorer contemporaneous performance as measured by 

Return on Equity (ROE)

Contemporaeous S1.4 Ha: DELTAEPS_EPS (Scaled) is associated with poorer contemporaneous performance 

& Scaled as measured by Total Shareholder Return (TSR)

S1.5 Ha: DELTAEPS_EPS (Scaled) is associated with poorer contemporaneous performance 

as measured by Return on Assets (ROA)

S1.6 Ha: DELTAEPS_EPS (Scaled) is associated with poorer contemporaneous performance 

as measured by Return on Equity (ROE)

Future S1.7 Ha: DELTAEPS is associated with poorer future performance as measured by

& Unscaled future Total Shareholder Return (TSR)

S1.8 Ha: DELTAEPS is associated with poorer future performance as measured by

future Return on Assets (ROA)

S1.9 Ha: DELTAEPS is associated with poorer future performance as measured by

future Return on Equity (ROE)

Future S1.10 Ha: DELTAEPS_EPS (Scaled) is associated with poorer future performance 

 & Scaled as measured by future Total Shareholder Return (TSR)

S1.11 Ha: DELTAEPS_EPS (Scaled) is associated with poorer future performance 

as measured by future Return on Assets (ROA)

S1.12 Ha: DELTAEPS_EPS (Scaled) is associated with poorer future performance 

as measured by future Return on Equity (ROE)
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Table 4: Study 1 – Variable Definitions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Variable Definition or Formula Source
EPS (Diluted) Earnings per share=(Net Income - Preferrred Dividends)/(Weighted average shares outstanding + Compustat

conversion of dilutive securities)

DELTAEPS The difference between Adjusted and Reported EPS. Calculated

 DELTAEPS=(Adjusted (non-GAAP EPS) - GAAP EPS)

DELTAEPS_EPS The difference between Adjusted and Reported EPS scaled against absolute Reported GAAP EPS Calculated

DELTAEPS_EPS=(non-GAAP EPS - GAAP EPS)/(Absolute value of GAAP EPS)

TSR1YEAR Current Year Total Shareholder Return Percent Compustat

(((Ending Share Price - Beginning Share Price)+Dividends)/Beginning Share Price) 

ROA Current Year Return on Assets Compustat

ROA=(NET INCOME/AVERAGE TOTAL ASSETS)

ROE Current Year Return on Equity Compustat

ROE=(NET INCOME/TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS EQUITY)

FUTURERET_1YEAR ONE YEAR (t+1) FUTURE RETURN TSR Calculated

(((Ending Share Price - Beginning Share Price)+Dividends)/Beginning Share Price) * 100

FUTUREROA_1YEAR ONE YEAR (t+1) FUTURE RETURN ON ASSETS (ROA) Calculated

ROA=(NET INCOME/AVERAGE TOTAL ASSETS)

FUTUREROE_1YEAR ONE YEAR (t+1) FUTURE RETURN ON ASSETS (ROE) Calculated

ROE=(NET INCOME/TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS EQUITY)

YEAR Fiscal Year Compustat

GICG GIC Classification Code (see Figure 5) Compustat

LOGTOTREV Logarithm of Total Revcnue Calculated

DTARATIO Total Debt to Total Assets Ratio Calculated

PRCBOOK Share Price to Book Value Ratio Compustat
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Table 5: Study 1 – Test Summary-Variables 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Control Variables
Contemperaneous 

Study Test # Dependent Variable Key Independent Variable Year Sector
Size (Total 
Revenue)

Leverage (Debt 
to Assets Ratio)

Price-Book 
Ratio

Unscaled S1.1 TSR1YEAR DELTAEPS YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK

Unscaled S1.2 ROA DELTAEPS YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK

Unscaled S1.3 ROE DELTAEPS YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK

Scaled S1.4 TSR1YEAR DELTAEPS_EPS YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK

Scaled S1.5 ROA DELTAEPS_EPS YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK

Scaled S1.6 ROE DELTAEPS_EPS YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK

Control Variables

Future Study Test # Dependent Variable Independent Variable Year Sector
Size (Total 
Revenue)

Leverage (Debt 
to Assess Ratio)

Price-Book 
Ratio

Unscaled S1.7 FUTURERET_1YEAR DELTAEPS YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK

Unscaled S1.8 FUTUREROA_1YEAR DELTAEPS YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK

Unscaled S1.9 FUTUREROE_1YEAR DELTAEPS YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK

Scaled S1.10 FUTURERET_1YEAR DELTAEPS_EPS YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK

Scaled S1.11 FUTUREROA_1YEAR DELTAEPS_EPS YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK

Scaled S1.12 FUTUREROE_1YEAR DELTAEPS_EPS YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK
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Table 6: Study 1 – Delta EPS (Unscaled) & Contemporaneous Performance 

 

Table 6: DeltaEPS and Contemporaneous Performance 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Shareholder Return  Year 1 Return on Assets Year 1 Return on Equity Year 1

Adjusted Earnings Difference -.0060 *** -.0059 *** -.021 **

(-4.78) (-3.52) (-2.50)

Firm Size -.0209 *** .018 *** .0860 ***

(-5.31) (0.19) (4.01)

Leverage .0679 *** (.0044) -.6802 ***

(4.71) (0.19) (-3.11)

Stock Value - Price to Book .0000 -3.09e-06 .0567 ***

(1.31) (-.46) (10.13)

Intercept Yes Yes Yes

Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes

Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes

Observations 2,912 2,932 2,824

R2 (Within) 0.23 0.30 0.91

Significance: *p <0.1; **p<.05; ***p<.01.

Dependent Variable =
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Table 7: Study 1 – Delta EPS (Scaled) & Contemporaneous Performance 

 

Table 7: Adjusted Earnings Difference (Scaled) Regressed against Current Performance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Shareholder Return  Year 1 Return on Assets Year 1 Return on Equity Year 1

Adjusted Earnings Difference -.0016 ** -.0017 *** -.0045 **

scaled on Basic EPS (-2.24) (-3.33) (-2.22)

Firm Size -.0216 *** .009 *** .0860 ***

(-5.41) (2.57) (4.01)

Leverage .0608 *** -.0088 -.6802 ***

(3.99) (-0.32) (-3.11)

Stock Value - Price to Book .0000 -2.19e-06 .0567 ***

(1.31) (-0.27) (10.13)

Intercept Yes Yes Yes

Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes

Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes

Observations 2,912 2,932 2,824

R2 (Within) 0.22 0.07 0.91

Significance: *p <0.1; **p<.05; ***p<.01.

Dependent Variable =
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Table 8: Study 1 – Delta EPS (Unscaled) & Future Performance 

 

Table 8: Adjusted Earnings Difference (Unscaled) Regressed against Future Performance  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Shareholder Return - Year T+1 Return on Assets -Year T+1 Return on Equity - Year T+1

Adjusted Earnings Difference -0087 -.0020 *** -.02933 **

(-.0.44) (-3.12) (-2.19)

Firm Size -.0248 *** .0004 -.0134

(-5.70) (-0.13) (-0.31)

Leverage .0713*** .0397 *** 2.778 ***

(3.96) (3.23) (3.09)

Stock Value - Price to Book .0000 -2.78e-06 -.0003

(1.05) (-.025) (-0.13)

Intercept Yes Yes Yes

Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes

Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes

Observations 2,719 2,729 2,621

R2 (Within) 0.23 0.05 0.01

Significance: *p <0.1; **p<.05; ***p<.01.

Dependent Variable =
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Table 9: Study 1 – Delta EPS (Scaled) & Future Performance 

 

Table 9: Adjusted Earnings Difference (Scaled) Vs Future Performance  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shareholder Return - Year T+1 Return on Assets -Year T+1 Return on Equity - Year T+1

Adjusted Earnings Difference -.0002 -.0008 *** -.0077 *

scaled on Basic EPS (0.45) (-3.21) (-1.76)

Firm Size -.0250 *** -.0037 -.0154

(-5.71) (-1.44) (-0.38)

Leverage .0702 *** .0373 ** 2.7217 ***

(4.00) (2.11) (3.09)

Stock Value - Price to Book .0000 4.94e-08 -.0003

(1.05) (0.00) (-0.13)

Intercept Yes Yes Yes

Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes

Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes

Observations 2,719 2,729 2,621

R2 (Within) 0.23 0.04 0.00

Significance: *p <0.1; **p<.05; ***p<.01.

Dependent Variable =
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   Table 10: Study 1 – Alternative 2 YR Tests S1.7 – S1.12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

As Tested at 2YR Cumulative Tested at 1YR 
Significance Coeff P-Value R-Squared Significance Coeff P-Value R-Squared

Future TSR
S1.7 (un) No .0005 .878 0.26 No -.0008 .661 0.25
Future ROA
S1.8 (un) Yes *** -.0048 .000 0.30 Yes *** -.0033 .000 0.28
Future ROE
S1.9 (un) No -.1789 .232 0.02 Yes ** -.0293 .029 0.04
Future TSR
S1.10 (s) No -.0006 .703 0.26 No -.0002 .654 0.25
Future ROA
S1.11 (s) Yes ** -.0024 .012 0.30 Yes ** -.0008 .001 0.26
Future ROE
S1.12 (s) No -.0563 .227 0.02 Yes * -.0085 .070 0.04
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Table 11: Study 1 – Correlation between Variables 

 

Table 11 – Figure A: Contemporaneous Correlations  S1.1 – S1.6          

 

Table 11 – Figure B: Predictive Correlations Studies S1.7 – S1.12 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       CEPSD     0.0374   0.2007   0.0283   0.0345   0.9187   1.0000
        EPSD     0.0792   0.3336   0.0397  -0.3630   1.0000
    DELTAEPS    -0.1122  -0.3708  -0.0336   1.0000
         ROE     0.0375   0.1276   1.0000
         ROA     0.1747   1.0000
    TSR1YEAR     1.0000
                                                                    
               TSR1YEAR      ROA      ROE DELTAEPS     EPSD    CEPSD

FUTURERET
_1YEAR

FUTUREROA
_1YEAR

FUTUREROE
_1YEAR

DELTAEPS_
EPS EPSD CEPSD

FUTURERET_1YEAR
FUTUREROA_1YEAR
FUTUREROE_1YEAR

DELTAEPS_EPS
EPSD

CEPSD   -0.0102   0.1580   0.0192   0.0013   0.9297   1.0000
  -0.0054   0.2093   0.0244  -0.0793   1.0000
  -0.0015  -0.0631  -0.0079   1.0000
   0.0322   0.1168   1.0000
   0.1787   1.0000
   1.0000
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Table 12: Study 2 – CEO Compensation Ratios 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                              
STOCKCOMPRAT     .4277349   .0037877      .4203083    .4351614
  OTHCOMPRAT     .8866625   .0014933      .8837346    .8895905
                                                              
                     Mean   Std. err.     [95% conf. interval]
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Table 13: Study 2 - Hypotheses Summary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Test Section Test # Hypothesis

Contemporaeous S2.1 Ha: The ratio of variable compensation (OTHCOMPRAT) is associated with higher 
& Unscaled contemporaneous unscaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (DELTAEPS)

Contemporaeous S2.2 Ha: The ratio of variable compensation (OTHCOMPRAT) is associated with higher 
Scaled contemporaneous Scaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (DELTAEPS_EPS)

Predictive S2.3 Ha: The ratio of variable compensation (OTHCOMPRAT) is associated with higher 
& Unscaled future unscaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (FDELTAEPS_1YR)
Predictive S2.4 Ha: The ratio of variable compensation (OTHCOMPRAT) is associated with higher 
& Scaled future scaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (FDELTAEPS_EPS_1YR)

Contemporaeous S2.5 Ha: The amount of variable compensation (OTHCOMP) is associated with higher 
& Unscaled contemporaneous unscaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (DELTAEPS)

Contemporaeous S2.6 Ha: The amount of variable compensation (OTHCOMP) is associated with higher 
Scaled contemporaneous Scaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (DELTAEPS_EPS)

Predictive S2.7 Ha: The amount of variable compensation (OTHCOMP) is associated with higher 
& Unscaled future unscaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (FDELTAEPS_1YR)
Predictive S2.8 Ha: The amount of variable compensation (OTHCOMP) is associated with higher 
& Scaled future scaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (FDELTAEPS_EPS_1YR)

Contemporaeous S2.9 Ha: The amount of unvested equity (UNVESTEDEQUITY) is associated with higher 
& Unscaled contemporaneous unscaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (DELTAEPS)

Contemporaeous S2.10 Ha: The amount of unvested equity (UNVESTEDEQUITY) is associated with higher 
Scaled contemporaneous Scaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (DELTAEPS_EPS)

Predictive S2.11 Ha: The amount of unvested equity (UNVESTEDEQUITY) is associated with higher 
& Unscaled future unscaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (FDELTAEPS_1YR)
Predictive S2.12 Ha: The amount of unvested equity (UNVESTEDEQUITY) is associated with higher 
& Scaled future scaled differences between Adjusted EPS and Reported EPS (FDELTAEPS_EPS_1YR)
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Table 14: Study 2 – Variable Definitions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Variable Definition or Formula Source
OTHCOMPRAT The ratio of total compensation excluding base salary, to total compensation. Calculated

(Total Compensation less Base Salary)/Total Compensation

LGOTHCOM The Logarithm of the sum of total compensation excluding base salary. Calculated
(Total Stock Compensation)/Total Compensation

LGUNVESTEDEQUITY The Logarithm of dollar value of unvested Equity as at Fiscal Year End Compustat

DELTAEPS The difference between Reported and Adjusted EPS. Calculated

 DELTAEPS=(non-GAAP EPS - GAAP EPS)
DELTAEPS_EPS Scaled Difference in EPS scaled against absolute Reported GAAP EPS Calculated

DELTAEPS_EPS=(non-GAAP EPS - GAAP EPS)/(Absolute value of GAAP EPS)

FDELTAEPS_1YR The difference between Reported and Adjusted EPS in Year 1 (t+1). Calculated
 FDELTAEPS_1YR=(non-GAAP EPS - GAAP EPS) of subsequent year

FDELTAEPS_EPS_1YR Scaled Difference in EPS scaled against Reported GAAP EPS (in Absolute) in Year 1 (t+1). Calculated
FDELTAEPS_EPS_1YR=(non-GAAP EPS - GAAP EPS)/(Absolute value of GAAP EPS)

YEAR Fiscal Year Compustat

GICG GIC Classification Code (see Figure 5) Compustat

LOGTOTREV Total Revcnue Calculated

DTARATIO Total Debt to Total Assets Ratio Calculated

PRCBOOK Share Price to Book Value Ratio Compustat
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    Table 15: Study 2 – Variables 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Control Variables

Time Frame and Scaling Test # Dependent Variable Key Independent Variable Year Sector
Size (Total 
Revenue)

Leverage (Debt 
to Assets Ratio)

Price-Book 
Ratio

Contemporaneous & 
Unscaled S2.1 DELTAEPS OTHCOMPRAT YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK

Contemporaneous & 
Scaled S2.2 DELTAEPS_EPS OTHCOMPRAT YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK

Future Year & 
Unscaled S2.3 FDELTAEPS_1YR OTHCOMPRAT YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK

Future Year & 
Scaled S2.4 FDELTAEPS_EPS_1YR OTHCOMPRAT YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK

Contemporaneous & 
Unscaled S2.5 DELTAEPS LGOTHCOM YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK

Contemporaneous & 
Scaled S2.6 DELTAEPS_EPS LGOTHCOM YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK

Future Year & 
Unscaled S2.7 FDELTAEPS_1YR LGOTHCOM YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK

Future Year & 
Scaled S2.8 FDELTAEPS_EPS_1YR LGOTHCOM YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK

Contemporaneous & 
Unscaled S2.9 DELTAEPS LGUNVESTEDEQUITY YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK

Contemporaneous & 
Scaled S2.10 DELTAEPS_EPS LGUNVESTEDEQUITY YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK

Future Year & 
Unscaled S2.11 FDELTAEPS_1YR LGUNVESTEDEQUITY YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK

Future Year & 
Scaled S2.12 FDELTAEPS_EPS_1YR LGUNVESTEDEQUITY YEAR GICG LOGTOTREV DTARATIO PRCBOOK
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  Table 16: Study 2 – Variable Compensation Ratio (S1.1-S1.4) 

 

Table 16: Study 2: Variable Compensation Ratio regressed Vs Adjusted Earnings measures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dependent Variable =

Adjusted EPS Delta 
DELTAEPS

Adjusted EPS Scaled 
DELTAEPS_EPS

Future Delta EPS 
FDELTAEPS_1YR

Future Delta EPS 
Scaled 

FDELTAEPS_EPS_1YR
Other Compensation Ratio 
(OTHCOMPRAT)

-1.0636 .2880 -1.567 * 3.9044 *

(-1.30) (0.24) (-1.76) (1.96)

Firm Size (LOGTOTREV) .1488 .1779 .2592 * .1109

(1.2) (1.29) (1.89) (0.66)

Leverage (DTARATIO) 1.9233 ** .6143 .7454 .1642

(2.14) (1.59) (1.31) (0.49)

Price to Book Ratio -.0002 -.0000 -.0003 .0008

(-0.39) (-0.08) (-0.59) (0.75)

Intercept Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 2,929 2,929 2,611 2,611
R2 (Within) 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01

Significance: *p <0.1; **p<.05; ***p<.01.
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  Table 17: Study 2 - Total Variable Compensation (S2.5-S2.8) 

 

Table 17: Study 2: Total Variable Compensation regressed Vs Adjusted Earnings measures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dependent Variable =

Adjusted EPS Delta 
DELTAEPS

Adjusted EPS Scaled 
DELTAEPS_EPS

Future Delta EPS 
FDELTAEPS_1YR

Future Delta EPS 
Scaled 

FDELTAEPS_EPS_1YR
Variable Compensation 
(LGOTHCOM)

-.0901 -.3017 *** -.0399 .1711

(-1.36) (-4.61) (-0.79) (1.48)

Firm Size (LOGTOTREV) .1593 .3014 ** .2389 ** .1389

(1.27) (2.22) (1.76) (0.84)

Leverage (DTARATIO) 1.9233 ** .6060 .7507 .1716

(2.13) (1.60) (1.31) (0.53)

Price to Book Ratio -.0002 -.0000 -.0002 .0009

(-0.40) (-0.37) (-.59) (0.75)

Intercept Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 2,930 2,930 2,612 2,612
R2 (Within) 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00

Significance: *p <0.1; **p<.05; ***p<.01.
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Table 18: Study 2 – Total Unvested Equity S2.9-S2.12 

 

Table 18: Study 2: Total Unvested Equity regressed Vs Adjusted Earnings measures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dependent Variable =

Adjusted EPS Delta 
DELTAEPS

Adjusted EPS Scaled 
DELTAEPS_EPS

Future Delta EPS 
FDELTAEPS_1YR

Future Delta EPS 
Scaled 

FDELTAEPS_EPS_1YR
Total Unvested Equity 
(LGUNVESTEDEQUITY)

.0164 .0106 .0265 * .0159

(1.21) (1.00) (1.72) (1.04)

Firm Size (LOGTOTREV) .1096 .1690 .2034 * .2000

(1.00) (1.43) (1.69) (1.44)

Leverage (DTARATIO) 1.9033 ** .5753 .7206 .1554

(2.12) (1.53) (1.28) (0.49)

Price to Book Ratio -.0002 -.0000 -.0003 .0088

(-0.41) (-0.07) (-0.61) (0.74)

Intercept Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 2,930 2,930 2,612 2,612
R2 (Within) 0.02 0.0 0.0 0.0

Significance: *p <0.1; **p<.05; ***p<.01.
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Table 19: Descriptive Statistics – Key Income Statement Figures 

 

 

Summary statistics: Mean, Min, p50, Max, Range
Group variable: GICG (GICG)

GIC 
Group

   Total 
Revenue

Total 
Expenses

 Earnings 
Before 

Interest & 
Taxes 

 Net 
Income 

Earnings 
per Share 
(Diluted)

Core 
Earnings 
per Share 
(Diluted)

GIC 
Group

   Total 
Revenue

Total 
Expenses

 Earnings 
Before 

Interest & 
Taxes 

 Net 
Income 

Earnings 
per Share 
(Diluted)

Core 
Earnings 
per Share 
(Diluted)

                                                                   
          81417.7   62976.4     15978   15016.4      5.93      6.63
            84167     65156     16475     15326      7.36      7.74
          16252.5     11867      3280    1767.5     3.095      3.16
           2749.3    2179.6       497     309.6      1.43      1.11
 3030    27492.22  21348.52  5183.866  3355.606     3.548  3.689328
                                                                   
          87149.7   84760.2   16781.9   52071.4     29.14     9.531
            89804     86771     17141   50778.4     24.76      9.28
         14558.59  10494.77      2018    1249.5      2.86      3.22
           2654.3    2010.8     359.1     -1293     -4.38     -.251
 3020    20200.47  15378.15  4120.229  2806.214   3.46275  3.503157
                                                                   
         482102.5  454290.9   24379.8  16783.53      4.77      4.11
           521426    491287     26027     16999      5.19      5.11
         109147.5  103772.5  2690.876  1701.135      2.48      2.12
         39323.49  36996.09  1647.202   215.475       .42         1
 3010    211608.3  198520.3  9070.566  5622.366  2.859333      2.94
                                                                   
                0         0         0         0         0         .
            72148     64424      6314      4281      5.49         .
            72148     64424      6314      4281      5.49         .
            72148     64424      6314      4281      5.49         .
 2553       72148     64424      6314      4281      5.49         .
                                                                   
         109997.9  91826.18  15950.04     12878     75.29    71.934
           110225     92159     15843     11242     71.93     71.93
         18356.13  16731.05  1738.842   976.331      3.68     4.385
          227.143   332.817  -107.043     -1636     -3.36     -.004
 2550    31244.45  27781.33  2766.938  1618.722  6.609407  7.378209
                                                                   
         27995.11  18008.14  11869.22  11822.86     42.15     33.41
          28105.7   18089.8    8885.9    6025.4      15.1      15.1
             5878  4310.947   693.683   379.898      2.47      2.87
          110.588    81.658 -2983.324 -5797.462    -27.05    -18.31
 2530    7405.816  5607.935  1327.602  795.7722  2.795168  3.209468
                                                                   
         36447.39  31186.53  4805.355  4450.388    230.66    230.66
            39117     33640      4772      4240    230.11    230.11
         9552.197  8276.143  1189.335   878.539      3.55      3.38
         2669.608  2453.468   -33.355  -210.388      -.55      -.55
 2520    12412.14  10697.27  1509.259  1127.263  19.96362  21.18135
                                                                   
           265269    229737     26170     27348     18.28     14.64
           278153    240530     25388     23484     15.68     15.05
           135258    118916    6019.5  4092.231      4.11      3.88
            12884     10793      -782     -3864      -2.6       .41
 2510    119377.7  104946.1  7316.661  5854.179    4.6355   4.77802
                                                                   
          82529.7   71864.3     17048     23097      38.1     36.26
            84628     73078      8852     10712     18.61      25.5
         19600.21  14074.99    3101.5      1504      4.56      5.37
           2098.3    1213.7     -8196    -12385    -19.49    -10.76
 2030    26664.42  21805.86  3173.126  1983.183  4.370333  5.764494
                                                                   
         14827.31   13849.2  2640.991      5339     10.44   92.7956
            15455   13872.5      2803      3949      6.08        93
         7463.841    5826.6     838.8   482.603      1.94   2.25275
          627.695    23.306   162.009     -1390     -4.36     .2044
 2020    7486.642  5879.366  1056.004  663.5358  2.037624   4.49311
                                                                   
         145391.1  110196.7     38312     37588     45.18     36.66
           146156    110806     28890     15233      24.3     24.58
            13878  11386.02  1547.177     949.7      4.86     5.485
          764.891   609.343     -9422    -22355    -20.88    -12.08
 2010    23255.27  19429.14  2919.778  1650.587  5.377075   6.37735
                                                                   
          93572.1  84179.82     44763     35884      39.9   17.0486
            93973     84291     31410     23648     28.59     11.54
          10116.5   7764.55      1309       656      2.91      3.33
            400.9   111.185    -13353    -12236    -11.31   -5.5086
 1510    17671.97  13831.78  2528.253  1233.444  3.525278  3.642552
                                                                   
         475717.5    449323     82491     67320     60.44     39.04
         475793.5  449354.4     54104     44880     24.89     24.31
         23667.63     18701      2258  1058.562      1.79    2.0125
               76      31.4    -28387    -22440    -35.55    -14.73
 1010    69014.56  59031.76  4721.181  2620.719  2.113681  2.885212
                                                                   

                                                                   
         521379.5  491263.7     91584   73218.4    265.66    248.42
           521426    491287     63197   50778.4    230.11    230.11
            11454      8313    1752.6   949.857      2.71      3.11
           46.474    23.306    -28387    -22440    -35.55    -18.31
Total    27560.53   21901.6  4080.823  2103.665  3.856548  4.518874
                                                                   
         23750.68  22095.22  3942.918  4851.398      18.2      18.2
         23894.09  22161.08  3368.437  4292.163     16.21     16.21
          1491.45  954.3085  486.3395   342.022      1.64      1.64
          143.415    65.858  -574.481  -559.235     -1.99     -1.99
 6010    2408.846  1648.894  655.4735  502.9765  2.287387   2.35266
                                                                   
         54876.18  45353.12  12151.03  17747.42     36.27     11.47
         55588.14  45648.04  9615.365  11365.42     16.81      8.85
             9661      6933    1572.5       661      2.24    2.6971
          711.956   294.918 -2535.661     -6382    -19.46     -2.62
 5510    11036.78  7695.273  2001.906  896.6463  2.272116  2.712347
                                                                   
         69501.17  56210.72  16466.09  16582.49     25.93     38.31
            69570     56249     14837     12598      9.63     30.19
         12359.53  10980.05  1025.515  731.7795      2.87       3.5
           68.827    38.284 -1629.089  -3984.49     -16.3     -8.12
 5020    16029.42  12780.08  2528.798  1531.473  2.211167  4.587558
                                                                   
         175370.1    118600     32621     35370     12.28     80.23
           181265    121979     33060     30101      7.36     80.28
         41722.66  28696.24  3218.096  1651.109      1.56     2.255
         5894.941      3379   439.003     -5269     -4.92       .05
 5010    50747.73  33978.97  7932.802  4698.684  1.856434  7.090719
                                                                   
         40760.58  10591.77  20476.04  19287.77      4.81      3.72
         46883.71  15454.88  19816.04  18129.77       3.5      3.39
          9766.98  7621.005  984.5805   829.297      .595      .465
         6123.132  4863.116      -660     -1158     -1.31      -.33
 4530    15440.41  8367.579  3995.836  3595.723      .882  .9217667
                                                                   
         127047.1  110392.4  12547.89     19724     17.14    10.953
           127245    110528     11733      7074     10.73     10.73
           9552.5      7160    1477.5       915       2.5      2.02
          197.874   135.581  -814.894    -12650     -6.41     -.223
 4520    20688.82  17745.35  1960.928  1024.144  2.734889  2.933918
                                                                   
         106869.5  81071.39  21459.07     21973     52.97        18
           106916     81152     21173     16604      25.6     16.99
             5542  3995.442    1006.6     482.1      2.21     2.845
           46.474    80.609  -286.074     -5369    -27.37     -1.01
 4510    12526.21  8900.043  2947.989  2043.904  2.717662  3.613075
                                                                   
         121483.7  110372.6  12911.57     23882    138.62     55.03
         122487.3  111036.6   12622.8     17798    129.07     45.48
            14034   11706.5      1738       993      3.94         4
         1003.637   663.948  -288.767     -6084     -9.55     -9.55
 4030    25306.28  22240.97   2634.19  1656.615  6.751926  6.123355
                                                                   
         68939.37  52590.76  26996.97   18373.6     37.34     34.89
            69111     52791     25627     10996     31.85     33.82
            10396      5866  3713.168    1731.3      3.57   3.51335
          171.632    200.24 -1369.968 -7377.605     -5.49     -1.07
 4020     16333.5  10214.42  5499.773  2002.239  4.866308  5.121195
                                                                   
         141121.1  78570.76  63037.63  50679.67     19.94     53.52
           142422     79083     63197     36431     16.96     53.53
         22299.17  10517.25  8143.976  2855.995      1.72      1.69
         1300.887   512.242   159.368 -14248.67     -2.98       .01
 4010    34902.28  19382.33  14229.93   4802.03    3.0045  3.119499
                                                                   
          81391.7   54372.2   21269.9     38268    142.46     24.77
            82584     55370     21389     22003     126.2     25.72
          16884.7  11260.65   3203.95    1834.2      2.86      3.98
           1192.3     997.8     119.1    -16265    -16.26       .95
 3520    21199.25  14269.19  5148.911   3389.98  4.168476  4.957922
                                                                   
         268337.7  250186.8  22404.09     19471     41.96     23.71
           268399    250241     22405     15403     25.31     23.94
         12795.11  10193.84  1808.907       874      3.66     4.715
           61.262    54.217      .912     -4068    -16.65       .23
 3510    41721.21  38121.64  2796.234  1546.701  4.432007   5.57257
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Table 20: Descriptive Statistics – Key Balance Sheet Figures 

 

 

Summary statistics: Mean, Min, p50, Max, Range
Group variable: GICG (GICG)

GIC Group
Total 

Assets
Total Debt

 Total 
Liabilities 

Shareholders 
Equity 

Debt to 
Assets GIC Group

Total 
Assets

Total Debt
 Total 

Liabilities 
Shareholders 

Equity 
Debt to 
Assets

                                                            
            141148.4  26831.18   73213.2     70111   .685605
              144266  27098.28     74290     69976  1.030999
             13426.5    6088.5     12090      2594  .7010561
              3117.6     267.1    1076.8      -135  .3453939
    3030    34806.79  8381.195  22362.44  12422.29  .7346506
                                                            
            254293.2    122309  175371.4   96449.5  1.068702
              258381    122559    176956   84973.5  1.337967
            22916.43  7084.417  13319.17    7035.8  .6426905
              4087.8       250  1584.575    -11476  .2692648
    3020    36286.78  13258.43  24206.42   12031.1  .6561039
                                                            
            225109.4  69371.45  148262.7  84778.39  .3691515
              236495     71858    154943     85937  .9472837
             32226.5   11870.5   26106.5      6076  .7399482
            11385.56  2486.548  6680.313  1158.613  .5781322
    3010    84241.25  22793.16  54121.94  30015.01     .7189
                                                            
                   0         0         0         0         0
               39471     21809     37499      1972  .9500393
               39471     21809     37499      1972  .9500393
               39471     21809     37499      1972  .9500393
    2553       39471     21809     37499      1972  .9500393
                                                            
            51068.57     36403  54202.85     22005  .7845298
               51236     36403     54352     18889  1.247066
            11689.73  3226.993  8928.966  3475.495  .7113587
             167.435         0   149.146     -3116   .462536
    2550    17089.43  6118.894  12472.21  4617.223  .7515886
                                                            
            52409.03   51463.2  60388.98     24220  4.096859
             52626.8   51463.2   60451.7   16009.7    4.3502
            6650.978  5268.488    7614.9      1916  .6901181
              217.77         0    62.719   -8210.3  .2533405
    2530    12365.75  6991.051  9972.003  2757.267  .9590476
                                                            
            29562.51   12760.4  22882.31  16975.15  .5155791
               31342     12767     23287   18099.4  .7429966
             10230.6    2305.3    5082.8    5119.7  .4679109
            1779.485     6.596   404.686  1124.255  .2274175
    2520    11901.93  2767.643  5775.817  6124.532  .4832423
                                                            
              480456    150885    285697    195239  .4742541
              489584    150956    292174    197410  .9154967
            173921.2  37781.51  109697.2     35995  .6394912
                9128        71      6477      2171  .4412426
    2510      173322  54900.09  122112.6  51186.36  .6866369
                                                            
               67364   34513.2   67466.8     26987  .6036126
               73537     36121     70462     24856  1.047834
             35100.2     11000  23702.42  9017.607  .6802899
                6173    1607.8    2995.2     -2131  .4442213
    2030    36154.77  11569.81  26257.22  9897.548  .6958528
                                                            
            31926.35     14326  21889.44  17326.36  .9408082
               32572     14326     21891     17498  .9416366
            8453.659  2505.131    5286.1  3211.785  .5955559
              645.65         0     1.558   171.636  .0008284
    2020    11641.65   3861.99  7139.805  4501.755  .5812391
                                                            
            716300.9  398519.3  598852.5    154908  1.024357
              717242    398523    599108    136833   1.29584
             17397.4    4239.4   10850.1  5298.947  .6487681
             941.069       3.7   255.485    -18075  .2714838
    2010    39507.58  13672.27  29985.02  9476.481  .6788632
                                                            
            189751.5     38299   91789.6    102166  1.017486
              192164     38299     91851    101927  1.034799
               16612    5059.9  10033.61  6018.665  .5711769
            2412.499         0      61.4      -239  .0173127
    1510    30281.33  7746.457  16232.98  14027.01  .5660127
                                                            
            392355.5    127135  194483.1  212315.5  .8488838
            392490.2    127135    194486  212387.7  .8661724
             43268.5     10622   22581.2   20187.5  .5504198
               134.7         0       2.9      72.2  .0172886
    1010    84926.45  18788.24  44570.51  40329.57  .5298645
                                                            

                                                            
             3386044    398523   3106715    297429  4.349371
             3386071    398523   3106717    279354    4.3502
            25488.34  5378.396  15213.14  7986.132  .6462967
              27.362         0     1.558    -18075  .0008284
   Total    125953.1  14338.91  105887.8  20189.25  .6642974
                                                            
            54697.03  36647.44   42141.5  36425.24  1.041854
               56065   36711.8     42453  36324.58   1.07358
            11218.52  4639.605  5611.614  4984.907  .5400274
            1367.974    64.364   311.505  -100.655  .0317258
    6010    13767.52  6642.763  7724.808  5925.445   .553483
                                                            
            179007.6  21097.11  116475.6  69590.08   .674846
            183356.1     22573  119572.2  68356.08  1.114321
            34039.11      8930     23777  10132.38  .6995363
             4348.42  1475.886  3096.603     -1234  .4394747
    5510    42922.92  10719.12  29941.48  12962.68  .6967451
                                                            
            201224.4     60300  103949.6  94022.75  .8656395
              201549     60300    104037     93889  .9869022
            16942.25    4495.2  13387.05  3601.651  .5993821
             324.601         0    87.391  -133.752  .1212627
    5020    31835.15   6832.17  18550.43  12870.85  .5679696
                                                            
            542737.3    188398  347426.5  201501.9  .8066722
              551669    188398    349735    201934  .9644365
            82843.61  8403.757  46422.03  28559.55  .5825487
            8931.677         0  2308.457   432.089  .1577644
    5010    112531.9  31870.73  69393.98  43135.59  .5529021
                                                            
            89249.04  9012.608  28447.78  61406.29  .4344169
            96645.08  9839.202  31859.78   64785.3  .6181026
            12186.04  2379.948  5765.801   7112.24  .4101824
            7396.039   826.594      3412  3379.005  .1836857
    4530    26516.69  3314.733  8939.239  17577.45  .4083264
                                                            
            129385.3     27533   90473.3     42893  1.159374
              129517     27533     90513     39004  1.400648
             19354.5    3500.3    9715.5   6467.95  .5339769
             131.678         0    39.703     -3889  .2412741
    4520    25074.54  4315.193  15015.87  10057.42  .5857536
                                                            
            155943.6     73695  135218.1   54737.4  1.072401
              155971     73695    135244     54246  1.199077
            9629.803  1134.124  6150.208  3355.411  .5990227
              27.362         0     25.91    -491.4  .1266762
    4510    22792.27  6219.945  14285.32   8630.98  .5923852
                                                            
              938115  75001.74    871549  106028.4   .584789
              940722     75253    872512    107272   .954196
            64062.15   4753.85   52660.5   12750.5   .784226
            2607.011    251.26   963.048    1243.6   .369407
    4030    185394.8    7717.4  164535.2  20443.78  .7824477
                                                            
             2806833    273058   2736439  123669.3  1.126142
             2807491    273058   2736580    122642  1.192837
            117719.3    8391.5  96130.04     18376   .870091
              657.44         0   141.879   -1027.3  .0666952
    4020    286982.2   43346.9  259979.5  26785.44  .7854668
                                                            
             3358279  203919.9   3081520    276759  .1557055
             3386071    323505   3106717    279354    .96057
            418912.6    222098  379290.6     41786  .9083212
             27791.8  119585.1  25196.78  2595.022  .8048644
    4010    874451.7  215211.1  807129.7   67206.7  .9084643
                                                            
            186602.9     87029  136885.4     91067  1.305401
              188002     87029    137468     82621  1.543802
             32716.5   7688.25   19152.4  7436.271  .5581005
              1399.1         0     582.6     -8446  .2384005
    3520    48109.78  12883.63  29292.11  18817.68  .6121814
                                                            
            230673.6     89002  160986.7     78042  1.133638
              230715     89002    161014     69701  1.297097
               20975      4770  12986.64      6539  .5772808
              41.414         0    27.311     -8341  .1634595
    3510     32364.1  8899.242  20923.34  11300.55  .5879951
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Table 21: Descriptive Statistics – Key Return Figures 

 

Summary statistics: Mean, Min, p50, Max, Range
Group variable: GICG (GICG)

GIC 
Group

Market 
Capitalization

Total 
Shareholder 

Return 
Current 

Year

 Price-
Book 
Ratio 

 Return on 
Assets 

Return on 
Equity

GIC 
Group

Market 
Capitalization

Total 
Shareholder 

Return 
Current 

Year

 Price-
Book 
Ratio 

 Return on 
Assets 

Return on 
Equity

                                                          
          289466.7    1.0975  1926.762    .16978  20.15412
          296012.6    .90639  502.8488    .20135  20.23077
          39661.77    .14715  6.921337    .11448   .306685
          6545.968   -.19111 -1423.913    .03157    .07665
  3030    64194.22  .1624415 -38.93052  .1182328  1.319262
                                                          
          232785.1   1.35765   631.198     .3453  37.72309
          237146.6   1.02564  591.4092       .31  37.51528
          21702.51    .11695  3.960526   .075565    .21601
          4361.439   -.33201 -39.78878    -.0353   -.20781
  3020    42093.81  .1331988  7.944757  .0834915  .5618779
                                                          
          311171.7   1.14746  30.16943    .09166      .577
          324828.2    .93912  32.57589    .10118    .66901
          30225.76    .12713  3.713874    .06363   .221875
          13656.51   -.20834   2.40646    .00952    .09201
  3010    98996.46  .1335175  5.900153  .0631782  .2626039
                                                          
                 0         0         0         0         0
          89095.05    .23235  46.33778    .10846   2.17089
          89095.05    .23235  46.33778    .10846   2.17089
          89095.05    .23235  46.33778    .10846   2.17089
  2553    89095.05    .23235  46.33778    .10846   2.17089
                                                          
          243774.1   1.08972  270.3476    .31877   6.21759
          248818.6    .68044  150.9478    .25273   5.93535
          20370.78    .18434  3.712398   .085515   .233155
          5044.415   -.40928 -119.3998   -.06604   -.28224
  2550    38651.93  .1974503  2.994913  .0971285  .3654561
                                                          
          157910.1   1.69316  144.0737      .617   2.34087
          159885.9   1.12853  38.41627    .39892   1.41932
          17604.31     .1747  3.551583    .08159    .17707
          1975.822   -.56463 -105.6574   -.21808   -.92155
  2530    29770.63  .1761814  2.059752  .1000056  .2078926
                                                          
          150878.2   2.45405  18.72558    .33054    .67211
          153293.6   1.87797  19.59612    .29999    .56359
          11284.16   .183245  2.471962    .08168   .162025
          2415.348   -.57608  .8705475   -.03055   -.10852
  2520    22977.54  .2307182  3.685303  .0946847  .1838799
                                                          
          53792.27   1.22585  9.976556    .13051   1.38669
          60862.66    .77577  10.60031    .12572   1.34502
          43018.14     .1393  1.382775    .03561    .23337
          7070.397   -.45008  .6237531   -.00479   -.04167
  2510    39322.05  .1215397  2.258014   .053557   .288558
                                                          
          138465.8   1.70501  250.5905    .37373  16.54526
            145130   1.32608  245.6922    .20171    8.4716
          37821.53    .18576  2.657059    .06712    .18646
          6664.148   -.37893  -4.89828   -.17202  -8.07366
  2030    47349.86  .1834684  10.59713  .0663041  .3866887
                                                          
          46771.55    1.1208  19.74207    .31231    .65607
          49837.93    .88749  20.94584    .21173    .32541
          11043.56    .18383  3.613962    .04799    .12352
          3066.374   -.23331  1.203768   -.10058   -.33066
  2020    13900.47  .1864189  5.640661  .0594704  .1340544
                                                          
            292463   1.64666  1866.575     .2504  71.26697
          293989.7    1.0933  759.5885    .17236  70.38462
          21633.55     .1665  3.683871    .07152   .198315
          1526.714   -.55336 -1106.986   -.07804   -.88235
  2010    38041.46   .174835  6.124536    .07162  .7293938
                                                          
          164143.7   1.87531  1574.738    .46021  82.56311
          166654.1   1.17646  1542.215    .19691        81
          14059.62    .13132  2.709378    .05531     .1784
          2510.421   -.69885 -32.52341    -.2633  -1.56311
  1510    20995.07  .1478589  7.896435  .0552471  .5329921
                                                          
          440577.7   2.22294  184.5885    .62389   3.92652
          442093.6   1.48916  169.1538    .13445   1.87602
          29093.06    .00697  1.720152    .02651    .07903
          1515.874   -.73378 -15.43473   -.48944   -2.0505
  1010    57958.99  .0398855  3.351159  .0093318  .0247852

                                                          
          441250.7   2.66836  2966.128    .88836  89.07366
          442093.6   1.87797  1542.215    .39892        81
          19784.56    .14329  2.425903     .0458    .13202
           842.944   -.79039 -1423.913   -.48944  -8.07366
 Total    39814.61  .1555183  3.466438  .0540116  .2967164
                                                          
          100704.4   1.01671  30.65694    .23321    .91494
          101796.5    .61071  24.36419    .20714    .84471
          14939.75    .10174  2.559739    .02807    .06721
          1092.086     -.406 -6.292743   -.02607   -.07023
  6010    18181.49  .1184287  3.519388  .0324857  .0952007
                                                          
          154585.6   1.88731  32.04067    .52325   4.84809
          157515.4   1.33699  5.969634    .32855   2.48311
          15185.88   .141235  1.752058   .026315   .095235
          2929.748   -.55032 -26.07104    -.1947  -2.36498
  5510    20584.55  .1341892  1.730568  .0235187  .0822944
                                                          
          233181.1    1.5589  47.28718    .31947    .75002
          234755.7   1.12245  13.32998    .12777    .53127
          18081.75    .12034  3.729715   .044255    .13507
          1574.562   -.43645 -33.95721    -.1917   -.21875
  5020    51497.37  .1485465  3.655993  .0173445  .1231646
                                                          
          274782.4    .77207  19.97016    .19844   1.47949
          285479.4    .45571  20.37332    .11706   1.08832
          182212.6    .03785  1.522071   .023225   .073755
          10697.03   -.31636  .4031585   -.08138   -.39117
  5010    141247.8  .0403957  2.410528  .0264107   .168461
                                                          
                 .         .  8.043003         .         .
                 .         .  8.733261         .         .
                 .         .  1.993802         .         .
                 .         .  .6902572         .         .
  4530           .         .  2.664909         .         .
                                                          
          64934.47    1.2755    244.81    .27016    .86419
          66961.95    .80858  132.2463    .15386    .30036
          22006.87    .20205  2.081364    .07653    .15227
          2027.475   -.46692 -112.5637    -.1163   -.56383
  4520    22028.19  .1723485 -.1666668   .069568  .1389345
                                                          
          425861.1   1.97436  420.5978    .65688   5.51556
          426704.1   1.18397  137.2115    .27767   3.98875
          15941.82    .20567  6.507358    .07938    .21994
           842.944   -.79039 -283.3862   -.37921  -1.52681
  4510    60741.44  .2427481  9.123874  .0736224  .3086333
                                                          
          75969.27   1.52892  14.09697    .11169    .65651
          78409.07   1.01947  14.32423    .09947    .56309
          15056.01   .136405  1.244111    .02311   .099325
            2439.8   -.50945  .2272522   -.01222   -.09342
  4030    21654.59  .1393797  1.689395  .0257343  .1073073
                                                          
          120697.5   1.33718  440.7675    .37572   6.55917
          123984.3    .88104  155.3912    .33245   5.95876
             29430    .17275  1.635243   .015815   .118865
          3286.873   -.45614 -285.3764   -.04327   -.60041
  4020    37765.38  .1770213  3.135888  .0543916  .3689317
                                                          
          433281.7   1.67901  4.948045    .02173    .20804
            437226   1.09777  5.224751    .01744    .16451
          40253.05    .10178  1.083255   .009345   .094235
          3944.343   -.58124  .2767064   -.00429   -.04353
  4010    91079.68  .1255774  1.334398  .0093639  .0920193
                                                          
          413030.1    1.1069  1037.985     .3695   2.48511
          414309.6    .89041  94.63344    .29341   2.24676
          39479.74   .171545  3.850727   .070065    .14571
           1279.56   -.21649 -943.3511   -.07609   -.23835
  3520    78807.53  .2029735  2.641845  .0807601  .2730901
                                                          
            330910   1.45103  117.1851    .55659    8.6289
          332732.5   1.09773  97.59079    .31944   6.56294
          20842.62    .17254   2.75455    .05448    .14439
          1822.577    -.3533 -19.59432   -.23715  -2.06596
  3510     36268.1  .1873725  3.618448  .0571235  .1628257
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Table 22: Descriptive Statistics – CEO Compensation 

 

Summary statistics: Mean, Min, p50, Max, Range
Group variable: GICG (GICG)

GIC 
Group Base Comp

All Other 
Comp

 Stock 
Comp 

 Total 
Comp 

Total 
Unvested 

Equity
GIC 

Group Base Comp
All Other 

Comp
 Stock 
Comp 

 Total 
Comp 

Total 
Unvested 

Equity

                                                          
          1210.238  44703.51  36846.75  45681.01  138950.9
              2000  46853.82  36846.75  48753.82  138950.9
              1300  12296.34  4519.423  13657.05  9173.204
           789.762  2150.304         0  3072.804         0
  3030    1360.262  13092.85  6039.304  14453.11  19210.83
                                                          
          1234.932  26629.63  15940.15  27500.81  32253.11
              1750  28910.19  15940.15  30460.19  32253.11
          1168.339  9312.115  3993.153  10441.77  4865.417
           515.068  2280.561         0   2959.38         0
  3020    1173.829  10521.62  4398.978  11695.45  7076.261
                                                          
           535.824  18064.26  15709.95  17974.56  47063.25
          1366.593  22341.34  15709.95  23618.23  47063.25
          1257.506   11914.9  4872.061  13100.15  1575.486
           830.769  4277.084         0  5643.677         0
  3010    1231.875  13238.26  6931.793  14470.14  9631.464
                                                          
                 0         0         0         0         0
              1450  10171.37  6410.644  11621.37  8039.856
              1450  10171.37  6410.644  11621.37  8039.856
              1450  10171.37  6410.644  11621.37  8039.856
  2553        1450  10171.37  6410.644  11621.37  8039.856
                                                          
          1126.636  25440.25  27354.89  25357.15  59587.31
          1619.232  27775.49  27354.89  28692.39  59587.31
          1127.543  9908.658   4758.79  11087.65  8359.205
           492.596  2335.238         0  3335.238         0
  2550     1150.73  10654.67  5150.338   11805.4  10506.87
                                                          
          4696.923   54108.6  49518.25   53608.6  59566.82
              5000  55520.64  49518.25  55870.64  59566.82
          1188.942  11013.88  3376.308   12083.5  6888.715
           303.077  1412.042         0  2262.042         0
  2530    1375.817   12387.1  5285.109  13762.91  9944.773
                                                          
              1300  46057.45  33500.14  46807.45  34791.77
              2000   46065.3  33500.14   47615.3  34791.77
          1158.182  10121.53  3932.919  11207.65  1867.926
               700      7.85         0    807.85         0
  2520    1178.893  10996.35  4546.036  12175.24  5771.886
                                                          
          1033.333  25665.99  28502.51  25596.82  42708.54
              2100  30125.41  28502.51  31267.33  42708.54
              1725  14761.76  10690.68  16445.67  17012.25
          1066.667  4459.411         0  5670.511         0
  2510    1657.508  15826.88  10572.02  17484.39   18017.7
                                                          
          1136.061  24267.73  13650.07  24796.73  27209.98
          1373.561  26894.05  13650.07  28144.05  27209.98
               950  11665.08   4800.37  12575.57  4736.083
             237.5  2626.314         0  3347.314         0
  2030    942.4606  10601.68  4832.307  11544.15  6734.502
                                                          
          1064.423  17007.17  14473.85  17016.78  48993.44
          1557.692   19004.1  14473.85  20013.71  48993.44
          1123.077  8144.786   4586.42  9221.709  1126.955
           493.269  1996.928         0  2996.928         0
  2020    1124.662   7959.53  4893.399  9084.192  8366.197
                                                          
          3799.999  74336.01  72054.87  74976.09     58275
              3800  76795.54  72054.87  78282.38     58275
          1203.583   13634.2  4488.656  14832.43  7199.665
              .001  2459.532         0  3306.291         0
  2010    1251.464   14680.4   5629.68  15931.87     10106
                                                          
              2500  63574.49  14795.27   64338.3   59057.3
              2500  64768.08  14795.27  66149.33   59057.3
          1190.805  10010.89  4878.779  11100.17  9378.362
                 0  1193.582         0  1811.022         0
  1510     1204.79  11200.87  5146.256  12405.66  10924.57
                                                          
              3167   37699.5     21420   40266.5  85838.95
              3167   37699.5     21420   40266.5  85838.95
              1300  13071.91  6791.925  14165.45  10422.94
                 0         0         0      .001         0
  1010    1268.318  13984.82  7156.977  15253.14  11841.06

                                                          
              5000    135955  131939.8  137166.5  243154.5
              5000    135955  131939.8  137166.5  243154.5
          1120.625  10541.28  4828.893  11660.63   6875.31
                 0         0         0         0         0
 Total    1159.976  12091.79  5783.772  13251.77  11068.43
                                                          
          1298.076  134842.4  131939.8  135642.3  243154.5
          1298.077    135955  131939.8  137166.5  243154.5
          858.3335  6948.133  4681.563  7871.873   3108.76
              .001  1112.582         0   1524.26         0
  6010    837.5717  8229.225  5961.571  9066.797  9253.726
                                                          
          1554.992  24819.19  17466.96  25725.01  54485.12
          1554.992  26475.57  17466.96  27865.19  54485.12
              1165  8645.649  4462.914  9796.872  6987.087
                 0  1656.379         0   2140.18         0
  5510     1115.68  9265.375  4778.087  10381.06  9716.143
                                                          
              3000  68199.09  58631.54  70615.76  197600.5
              3000  68199.09  58631.54  70615.76  197600.5
            1662.5  13846.07         0  14846.07  14817.04
                 0         0         0         0         0
  5020    1487.509  19075.22  5013.966  20562.73   25650.5
                                                          
            1079.2   27339.7  19555.31   28002.2  54950.76
              2100  33972.35  24262.04  35655.65  54950.76
              1600  16703.93  12000.07  18325.08  17837.42
            1020.8  6632.645  4706.735  7653.445         0
  5010    1559.822  18042.85  12481.06  19602.67  19571.91
                                                          
                 .         .         .         .         .
                 .         .         .         .         .
                 .         .         .         .         .
                 .         .         .         .         .
  4530           .         .         .         .         .
                                                          
          1500.057  26241.22  18164.05  26593.99  40088.58
          1500.058  29260.01  18164.05  30412.78  40088.58
          1167.154  9398.413  2083.196  10473.03  2268.781
              .001  3018.788         0  3818.788         0
  4520    1108.099  11013.18  3699.887  12121.28  4029.578
                                                          
          1799.999    107331  30463.47  108028.8   93409.2
              1800    107345  30463.47    108295   93409.2
              1000  11430.04  5430.998  12296.51   9709.86
              .001    14.055         0   266.218         0
  4510    956.6301  15670.92  7342.262  16627.55  14611.42
                                                          
              2435  40656.94  25552.08  41107.32  125001.7
              3000  42071.48  25552.08  43086.86  125001.7
              1075  10438.62   4525.76  11452.51  7736.558
               565  1414.537         0  1979.537         0
  4030    1147.843  11480.33  5008.505  12628.17  15063.53
                                                          
          2038.462   30142.4  23708.08  31557.46  133214.3
          2038.462   30142.4  23708.08   31642.4  133214.3
              1000  12805.16   6499.95  13805.16  7815.804
                 0         0         0    84.932         0
  4020    998.6557  13331.46   7800.83  14330.12  14547.81
                                                          
              2050  28974.64     25000  28724.64   84771.7
              2800  30164.55     25000  31664.55   84771.7
          1137.736  11336.46  4963.922   12384.9  6578.736
               750  1189.914         0  2939.914         0
  4010     1285.11  12011.31  7264.311  13296.42  10154.04
                                                          
          1518.654  36304.58  26391.94  37130.54  67511.16
            1992.5  36429.52  26391.94  38029.52  67511.16
           1168.75  12486.44  5105.338  13704.22      8994
           473.846   124.937         0   898.974         0
  3520    1238.164  12718.93  5735.946   13957.1  12673.92
                                                          
          1510.198  70748.73  20895.89  71244.89  66847.35
          1973.077  72186.21  20895.89  73432.37  66847.35
              1200  11893.13  5138.682  13084.45   6453.75
           462.879  1437.477         0  2187.477         0
  3510    1211.013  13131.24  5269.741  14342.25   8740.41


